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Va Pue seeks to inform and entertain its 
readers, and is managed and nearly entirely 
written by PCVs in Nicaragua.  The editors of Va 
Pue wield their power with gusto, standing as 
bulwarks against the onslaught of grammatical 
travesties levied against the English language, 
but the editors are ever forgiving, too, happily 
accepting contributions so long as they may be 
published without endangering anyone’s safety.  

With so noble a mission and enlightened an 
editorial team, you might wonder who would 
be the Debbie Downer that refuses to agree with 
whatever is said on these pages.  But life being 
life, ever mysterious, and capricious about 
lending us its unquestioning endorsement, 
we are compelled to say that the views within 
are solely of the authors who wrote them (that 
seems natural).  As this implies, such views are 
not the Peace Corps’ nor the U.S. Government’s.     

Why you should 
care that we’re on

Debates!
Archived Issues

Insider travel tips
Volunteer blogs and pics
Click HERE to reach our Facebook page!

This claimer:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/180250952088737/
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Being Part of the Team

 Sports have long been a connecting factor 
between different countries, regions, and cultures. 
One need only look to the centuries old traditional 
burning of the Olympic torch, the die-hard cacophony 
of the crowd at the World Cup, or the impressively 
drunken state of the crowd waving their countries 
flag’s lining the roads of the Tour de France, to see the 
dedication that sports can inspire in all of the world’s 
population. Sports can divide entire cities like Boston 
and New York through rivalry, and sports can build 
bridges that one would never expect. One example 
of the uniting force of sports was when I was playing 
Water Polo for Colorado State University. Our two 
best players were both foreigners- one was from 
Hungary, and the other was Puerto Rican. While the 
first year they both played on the team they couldn’t 
understand what the other said, they seemed to have 
an almost uncanny ability to know exactly what the 
other would do while playing in the pool. When 
this aspect is applied to your Peace Corps Service, 
wonderful things can happen.
 I have recently started training with a cycling 
team in my site of Mateare. Cycling is an interesting 
blend of fierce loyalty to your teammates, an- at times- 
incendiary rivalry with the next fastest rider on your 
team, and full rejection from the rest of society (if you 
think you get weird looks now for being a foreigner 
try putting on some tight cycling shorts, sticking your 
head in a helmet that looks like half a bowling ball, 
and zipping your carbon fiber bicycle past a family on 
their Oxen cart at 5:45am.) But with that ostracism 
from the outside world, inside your team a deep 
mutual respect will form. No one apart from your 
fellow cyclists will understand the level of suffering 
you felt going up the twelve-and-a-half percent 
gradient on the way up El Cruscero, or why you are 
smiling through heaving what must be your final 
death rattle your lungs have to offer during the fifty 
kilometer per hour sprint back into town. Working 
and training with a team can cultivate understanding 

By David Wolfson, SBD 59
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for another person a stranger from another culture that would otherwise be unattainable. Want 
to work on your third goal? This is how to do it. 
  Sports can also be an excellent way to promote youth development. I was lucky 
enough to be invited to work with my counterpart, Ernesto Estrada, with Los Terribles FC- a 
youth soccer club in my site. What is different, and why I love working with the team so much, 
is that unlike most soccer clubs here the team is not based on students form one school. Ernesto 
actively recruits from the shockingly large population of out-of-school youth. 
 If there was to be a made for TV movie made about my Peace Corps service it would 
center on Los Terribles. Starting off the season I was really only brought in as a sponsor through 
a Peace Corps Partnership grant (which is another story all of its own.) On the first practice we 
had three shoving matches, a strong lesson in Nicaraguan vulgarities, and two players walk off 
of the team. Don’t worry they later returned. By the end of the season our team of 8-12 year old 
boys were the scrappy underdogs in the championship. Sadly, like in all great sports movies, we 
didn’t win the championship but we did grow into our own along the way.  
The Los Terribles uniforms were out of place in the league because they were not a copy of 
a professional team. In fact they are centered on a Peace Corps logo that I was strongly lead 
to believe would be much smaller than it ended up being. The same could be said about our 
undersized, underfunded, and sometimes unshod players. With the leadership of their fearless 
leader Ernesto, and the oftentimes overly enthusiastic American sponsor, the team grew into a 
force to be reckoned with. Indeed, one of the proudest moments of my service was seeing four-
foot-five Chocoman (an excellent nickname) steal the ball from the star player of the opposing 
team, ankle-break two defenders, and chip in ball to the opposite side corner of the goal. This is 
the same Chocoman who works in the cemetery sweeping gravestones for one hundred cordobas 
a week. 
 Sports are a cross cultural and a global force because they tell us who we are in a way that 
no amount of self-introspection can. You, nor anyone else, will never know how fast you can 
run, how high you can jump, how long you can hold your breath until you brave the challenge 
yourself. Working with a team provides the encouragement to push yourself above and beyond 
your boundaries and out of your comfort zone. In working with ACIMAT (Associasion Ciclistas 
de MATeare) and Los Terribles I have earned a complex reputation within the town. Yes I might 
be the strange extranjero that wears wildly inappropriate spandex that leads to tan lines which 
appear to be spray-painted on. But, when I walk through the streets and rather than begging me 
for a pesito, the street chivalos greet me with an, “Oy Terrible!” and a complex series of high-
fives, then- even if just for a moment- I am not an outsider looking in. I am part of the team.
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 All I really need in life to be happy is 30 minutes of silence 
to sit and eat whatever food I desire. I don’t need a luxurious 
living space. I don’t need much money. I don’t even need indoor 
plumbing. Just please give me some time to myself to sit and eat a 
grilled cheese sandwich, and I will provide you with unconditional 

love like I was the dog from Up and you were the little old man.

  The trouble with living with host families is that this rarely 
happens. Maybe it’s just cultural to be served a heap of nonsense 
chatter along with your gallo pinto, but it is slowly rendering me 
into a mere facsimile of my former contented self. Throughout the 
dining rooms of several Nicaraguan households, the kitchen tables 
have become horcruxes wherein lingers my soul after spontaneously 
having split for having to hear the ubiquitous and banal“QUÉ 
CALOR” for the 9 bazillionth time. I am become the Voldemort 
of Peace Corps Nicaragua, but ya know, without the machinations 

and desire for power.  

 Due to this unbending requisite for satisfaction, I have had 
my fair share of host families. When I lived in Nagarote, I had 3 
families, and while my last house was perfect, a security incident 
took me to León, where I am just starting to live with family 
number four. I don’t know if this is a Peace Corps record, but it 
makes me feel like a dirty host family whore. However, as a result 
of my philandering, I now have much experience in breaking up 
with families, and have created some simple advice for those that 

want to move out, but don’t know how to have “The Talk.”

    Host Family Breakups

Chelsea Anelli, TEFL 60
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    Host Family Breakups

Honesty Is Not the Best Policy-Okay, sometimes honesty is the best policy. 
When I moved for security reasons I was able to come clean with my host 
family and I received a big, warm hug and a clean conscience. It was lovely. I 
wish I could do that with every family. Where you want to be careful is if your 
truth will hurt your family’s pride and irreparably damage your relationship. 
I have genuinely liked every family I have lived with and wanted to maintain 
a friendship, but I simply did not like living with them. Maybe it’s a result of 
my lackluster Spanish, but I’ve never been able to express that well. Thus, I’ve 
always felt compelled to lie. However, I know volunteers who have told their 
families the truth and it’s worked out fine. My recommendation is to be truthful 
if it is a real issue that will not bruise your host ma’s ego. For example “I am 
going to move because I don’t like having to walk 30 minutes to my school” is 
an acceptable truth. “Your children are sticky-fingered hell-spawned goblin 
beasts and have made me hope that I’m barren so I am not burdened with the 
chance of bearing foul creatures such as yours” is not.

The Crazy Girlfriend- I have a friend that is so non-confrontational that she has always 
refused to break up with her boyfriend when unhappy in a relationship. Instead, she acts 
insane while the hapless lover ponders why his sweet honey boo boo has turned into a Prarie 
Home Companion-ed version of Ke$ha. He then feels compelled to break up with her, and 
the crazy girlfriend doesn’t have to be the bad guy. I’ve personally never tried this move with 
host families, but I’ve always wondered if it’d work, and I’ll buy some Pinguinos for the first 
person to try it.  So there you have it.  I hope my utter failure at carving out a happy home life 
here can at least provide some counsel to those that are struggling. And remember, if all else 
fails, you can always move out by cover of night and not leave a note. 

The Pinocchio- I always considered myself 
an honest person until I came to Nicaragua. The 
whopping lies that have come out of my mouth will 
certainly shame me when I move back to the US and 
regain a sense of morality. It bothered me greatly 
when I came here and would catch my friends and 
counterparts in lies, and yet now I find myself doing it. 
Ergo, this is now my preferred method when making 
a housing switch. “Oh, I love your family and house, 
but I think I’m allergic to the trees out back, and now 
I need to move”. This paradigm allows your family to 
save face, and it provides the possibility of continuing a 

friendship with them. Just don’t get caught.

Peace Corps Hard Core-“IT’S 
ALL PEACE CORP’S FAULT”. I’ve 
also used this one in the past, and 
have heard from fellow volunteers 
that they have had success with 
this method as well. However, be 
careful, as there are now several 
Nicaraguan grandmothers that 
loathe Peace Corps for making 
poor, sweet Chelsea move to a 
different house for various, vague 
reasons. 

Tips to a healthy breakup
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Too Lit. to Quit
Teaching Literacy Classes to Panzonas in Casas Maternas

Isabel Bauerlein TEFL 60

I was fresh to site and looking for ways to get involved in my community. I tapped my Health 58 
site mate Melissa who worked at the Casa Materna and told her I would love to put my interest in 
reading to use and do workshops with the pregnant women about the importance of early childhood 
literacy and how to read aloud to their kids. 

There was a long pause from Melissa. “Well, the problem is that most of the women don’t know how 
to read themselves. Lots of women come in and can’t even write their name. So...”  

Ohhhhhh. So, scratch that. 

Instead, Melissa and I worked together to piece together a plan to teach the alphabet to the women 
staying in the Casa Materna while they waited to give birth. She said most women stay for about three 
weeks and we designed a 15 day curriculum to teach the women the alphabet during daily one-hour 
long lessons. The goal was that by the end of the classes, the women would leave the Casa Materna 
able to identify all the letters in the alphabet and write their own name. 
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M is for Materials. A is for Affordable. R is 
for Replicable. 

On a PCV salary, when it comes to teaching mate-
rials, I’m all about it being cheap and reusable. 

I found downloadable and printable pdf books 
and writing worksheets to practice the Spanish al-
phabet on the website www.readina-z.com. Each 
letter of the alphabet came with a book featuring 
pictures of objects that started with that letter 
and short simple sentences. Each letter also had a 
series of worksheets to practice writing the let-
ter. We printed the books and worksheets at the 
Peace Corps office and made a few copies of each. 

I had some plastic sheet protectors and at the 
beginning of each class, we placed the worksheets 
for that day in the plastic and had the women 
practice writing using whiteboard markers so that 
we could re-use them again later. 

Reading in Action

The lessons followed the same general format--I 
came by each afternoon and worked with a small 
group of women. They found their name tag and 
we did an ice breaker to get them laughing and 
relaxed. I wrote the letter on the board and said 
it out loud. We tried to brainstorm words that 
started with that sound and I wrote them on the 
board so they could see if it started with the same 
letter already written. I showed them the book 
and we looked at the pictures on the cover of the 
book and figured out what word each picture rep-
resented and added those words to our list. I read 
the book the first time and the women followed 
along. We read the book a second time and the 
women took turns reading it. The repetitive na-

ture of the book and pictures made it so that the 
women could actually read it and you could tell 
they felt pretty psyched about it. Then, I showed 
them how to write the letter and then they prac-
ticed writing it on the worksheets. 

We used the books and worksheets as the meat of 
the classes, but we peppered in a good amount of 
icebreakers, games and dinámicas to lower their 
pena and keep them engaged. 

What NOT to Do...

If someone can’t read well, they generally don’t 
like to publicize it. Our first big mistake was how 
we first recruited women to participate in the 
classes. A well-meaning, but overly blunt nurse 
wrapped up a charla on breast feeding by ask-
ing, “who here can’t read? Our next class is for 
all the women who can’t read. Raise your hand if 
you can’t read.”  When no one raised their hand, 
she looked at the sign in list and started publicly 
singling out women to attend based on how well 
they were able to sign their name. I think I was as 
mortified as the women selected to be our pupils. 
For women who hadn’t been in school for years 
or who had never had the opportunity to attend 
school, it wasn’t the best way to lower their anxi-
ety and encourage them to jump right in. 

After that, we more discretely identified women 
to participate. During their intake interview, a 
nurse asked the women through which grade of 
school they had completed. Melissa and I fol-
lowed up with women who didn’t finish primary 
school and chatted with them in informal conver-
sations and invited them to stop by the class. For 
women who were hesitant, we let them observe a 
class first. Usually after the first few minutes, they 
voluntarily joined in once they saw that it was low 
pressure and the women were having fun. 

The biggest challenge in this project was the un-
predictable nature of a due date. We designed the 
curriculum to last 15 sessions, working chrono-
logically through the alphabet and teaching on 
average 2 letters per day. But, some women went 
into labor after learning only the first 9 letters 
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and never finished. While other women joined 
the group in the middle of the alphabet and only 
learned the second half before delivering and 
heading back home. Very few women made it all 
the way through the alphabet. 

It was a little disheartening that our original 
vision for the classes weren’t being met, but we 
figured learning some of the alphabet was bet-
ter than not knowing any of it and we ended up 
printing a page with the full alphabet to give to 
each woman when they left so they could keep 
practicing when they went home. 

Memorable Moment 

In the middle of reading a book, two of the wom-
en started whispering together. I stopped and 
asked if they had a question and they both shook 
their heads and looked embarrassed. We contin-
ued on, but their whispering kept on too. Finally, 
one woman quietly said, “discupleme profe, pero 
me daría permiso para ir al hospital? Mi bebé 
ya viene” Ohmygosh, ohmygosh, ohmygosh. I 
was way more panic stricken than that mom to 
be. My TEFL Peace Corps training didn’t really 
prepare me for what to do when a student’s water 
breaks in class. But, the Casa Materna staff was 
cool, calm and collected, and they whisked her 
into a cab and sent her to the hospital, and the 
rest of the students looked up at me expectantly 
waiting for class to continue--B. B es para Bebé.  

Recommendations 

• Before you can teach anything, you need 
to make the women feel really comfortable and 
relaxed. Break the ice, play games, have fun.  A 
light, informal environment helps the women feel 
less stressed and more willing to try. 

• We did an hour each day because that was 
all I had time for in between my TEFL teaching 
schedule. But, I think you could cover more let-
ters and do 90 minute or two hour sessions each 
day to cover the whole alphabet more quickly and 
ensure that more women get through the whole 
alphabet before they give birth and leave the Casa 
Materna. 
• Don’t put anyone on the spot or single 
them out for not knowing how to read. Do infor-
mal interviews or casual conversations to identify 
women to participate in the classes. 
• Review the past letters learned a lot so that 
women who join the group late will be exposed to 
the letters they missed. 
• Write each woman’s name for her on the 
first day and have the women practice writing it 
each day. We used name tags and then used the 
names to identify learned letters in their own 
names and in each other’s names. 
• Give the women an alphabet worksheet 
showing the letter strokes for the full alphabet to 
take with them so that they can keep practicing 
when they go home. 

Results 

More than anything, I think a huge benefit to the 
project was showing women who had never at-
tended school that they were able to learn, that it 
wasn’t too late for them. It was cool to see women 
who were resistant or hesitant or penosa to start, 
enthusiastically identifying the letters they knew 
by the end and encouraging new women to par-
ticipate in the classes too. One woman received 
a call during class and she said, “hija, no puedo 
hablar ahorita, estoy en clase. Siiiiiiií! Yo estoy 
estudiando.” There was a lot of sass and pride in 
her voice. It made me smile. 

The Wisdom of Whores: Elizabeth Pisani

Initially I felt titillated, but then suffocated 
by data overload

-Rachel Reeves, Ag 59

10-word book review: Last Night’s Chat...
“I just biked past a truck with a cage with a tiger 

and 5 leopards. Circus is in town!”

“Wow, we had a single donkey in our circus 
here.”
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Gender and Development 
Committee Update

Katie Adams
TEFL 60

- Here in the GAD committee we’re all about tapping the vast amount of resources in the 
volunteer community to find out what projects volunteers are doing in their sites and how the insights 
gained and connections made in one place can help facilitate other volunteers doing something 
similar in their site. This article is just one example of a PCV project highlight – to download the 
literacy resources Isabel used, read more about projects or NGOs, and check out manuals available for 
facilitating discussions on all kinds of topics, check out (and subscribe to!) the GAD blog at
 www.nicagadzooks.blogspot.com 

- In the next few months, James Younger and Monica Paulson from GAD will be partnering with 
other PCVs and NGOs to run a pilot program for a boys’ camp in the Chinandega area, with the hope 
of then replicating it in the RAAS/Rio San Juan part of the world later in the year. 

- A cohort of education volunteers is working to develop a training or set of trainings for 
broaching issues of how gender equality affects classroom practices with teachers, and the entire GAD 
committee is getting the ball rolling on next year’s Camp GLOW. Contact us at gad.nicaragua@
gmail.com with any questions, project ideas, suggestions, blog posts, or cool news articles, or to get 
involved! 

10-word show review:
Brooklyn 99: FOX

Not your typical cop show – nonchalant 
and full of laughs

-Courtney Sedgewick, SBD 59

Last Night’s Chat...
“I have been really horny and I have satisfied it 

by eating an entire package of oreos.” 
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Cuerpo de Pasión
Dating can be a complicated process no matter where one might be living. As a PCV it only gets 
more complecated- dealing with cultural boundries and OOS nights can be enough to make any 
Pollyanna into a Cruella DeVille. But never you fear! The two, “most qualified,” people are here to 
give you advice on love, relationships, and awkward situations.  Please see the attached photos to 
see how good we are at attracting the opposite sex. 

Chelsea writes-
Dear Dookie, Let me reference a move from my 
Relationship Bible, the classic Dumb and Dumber 
(Farrelly & Farrelly, 1994). If you had responsible 
parents, unlike mine, that would not let their young 
child watch a vulgar, age-inappropriate movie, allow 
me to provide you with a brief synopsis of the pivotal 
diarrhea date scene. Harry, the dumb or the dumber of 
an intellectually unimpressive two-some, has managed 
to outkick his coverage and score a date with a beautiful, 
intelligent woman. As they are about to leave her house, 
Harry, looking 1990s-chic in a full Canadian tuxedo, 
comes down with some ghastly diarrhea. The audience 
is regaled with the embarrassing sounds and grimaces 
that accompany the most hellacious of loose stools, 
and Harry’s date becomes concerned. Harry, however, 
plays it incredibly suave and tells her that he is shaving, 
gargling mouthwash, and cleaning his teeth.  He, using 
a physical strength to match his cerebral might, then 
unhinges the toilet and pours his poopy out the window. 
You should probably have done that. However, now that 
the moment has passed, I recommend rectifying the 
situation with a greeting card. Since a cursory Google 
search has proven that there are few “sorry I ditched 
you for diarrhea” apology cards, here are some viable 
options that I’ve created. “Pick me, choose me, love me, 
despite my doo doo.” “I’m sorry and I care about you 
with a passion to match my fiery innards.” And, “Poop 
bad. You good. Marry me.”
(Dumb and Dumber. Dir. Bobby Farrelly and Peter 
Farrelly. Perf. Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels. New Line 
Cinema, 1994)

David Counters-
Dear Dookie, It sometimes is hard to 
remember that not everyone has the same 
blasé attitude towards, “surprise pooping,” 
that us PCVs do. We forget that describing 
size, consistency, and frequency of bowel 
movements to others is normally frowned 
upon. Especially in romantic situations. If 
you really want to pursue this relationship 
someone is going to have to change their 
habits. This means you leave talking about 
number two behind you, or you bring your 
significant other up to your speed. Maybe you 
could call or text your significant other to ask 
how their day is going and how regular they 
have been. “Do you need any anti-parasite 
medication? Or perhaps some fiber?” 
Remember, to get the greatest bang-for-your-
buck with text messages use emoticons- the 
more expressive the face when talking about 
doodoo the better (*o*) (X_X) (T.T). That, or 
do what I do whenever there is an awkward 
situation, and never talk to that person ever 
again. Ever.

Dear Cuerpo de Pasión,
I got horrible diarrhea on a date and he 

judged me. How can I smooth things over?
 –Desperate with Dookie
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David writes- 
Dear Pegado, don’t lie. We all know that you got girls all over the place because if you talk to someone 
of the opposite sex then you must be dating. But for reals? Just make up ridiculous lies about yourself 
and spread them around the town/PCV community to the point where no one even knows what to 
think of you anymore. Examples could be; that you’re dating a Pellas daughter and she just bought 
you a new truck, that you are ET’ing in order to go and be a mail order groom for a rich heiress in 
Luxemburg, or that you are actually a woman and have just fooled everyone for the past two years. 
Good luck!
Chelsea counters- 
Wow, such a bummer, man! I bet you spend your Friday nights watching Pokemon: The First Movie 
and everyone thinks you’re the Snookie of Peace Corps (is that still an acceptable voguish reference?) 
I think perhaps you need to reflect on your behavior in order to find the root cause of this salacious 
gossip. For example, do you have friends of the opposite sex? How dare you, you harlot, don’t you 
know that that’s not culturally acceptable?? I mean, clearly, any two people of the opposite gender 
that occasionally enjoy each other’s company are secretly doing the dippity doo da on the sly. I 
call this the Harry Met Sally archetype and it is a vastly popular theory amongst bored Nicaraguan 
grandmothers who have watched one too many telenovelas over the years. My only advice is to 
abandon all of your friends, start wearing a nun’s habit, and reply to men in a Bane voice when they 
talk to you. It’s worked for me!

It’s been a while since I macked on the 
opposite sex. Nicas practice kissing by 

sucking the juice out of half of an orange, 
what can I do to get my face-licking 
muscles back into fighting shape?

–Mouth Muscles 

Chelsea writes- Back when I was a jejune, 
youthful lass, before my metamorphosis into a 
bitter, weathered crone that has gradually occurred 
over the past 21 months, I spent the springtime 
of my youth caring about things like happiness 
and kissing boys. Now the incandescence of 
girlhood has passed, and I spend all of my free 
time partaking in activities like yelling at school 
children that displease me and napping. However, 
in order to perfect your smooching embouchure, 
I recommend the following: deep frowning at 
piropoing men to enhance your cheek muscles, 
pursing your lips in disdain like an old schoolmarm 
when your students say something so absurd that 
you have to physically bite your tongue so as to 
stop you from spewing some serious vitriol at 
them, and occasionally sticking your tongue out 
at obnoxious small children that will not stop 
staring at you on the bus. If you follow these tips, 
people might not want to make out with you, but at 

least you’ll have your facial muscles in fighting shape.
David counters- One of the biggest complaints 
within Nicaraguan PCV’s is the inability to exercise 
and maintain similar fitness regimes to those that 
we practiced back in the United States, so it is only 
logical that your macking muscles might experience 
some dystrophy. While you can certainly follow the 
Nicaraguan lead and suck on an orange for a while, I 
think that diversification is the surest path to muscle 
growth. For real puckering power I like to slurp a 
Quesillo out of a bag. Keep a watch handy and try to 
set a new world record! Point to things with your lips 
exclusively. The longer you talk with those lips puckered 
and pointing to that frying pan you want to use, the 
better! Stick with the training program and you will be 
the Schwarzenegger of snogging!

Chisme is running my life. Everyone in site things that I have three significant others, 
two Americans and one Nicaraguan. In PCV circles everyone thinks that I make-out 

with everything that moves. I want my reputation back! Help! 
–Pegado dos veces
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Would You Rather...
Ok folks, I  think that we all know the game would-you-rather. You have to choose one 

option, no choosing both,  no trying to lawyer your way out of things. Read and enjoy, folk! 

Would you rather be able to 
read people’s mind and influence 
them, or rewind time 1 hour?

Would you rather sit on a small 
seat next to a gord@ on a bus that 
listens to bad pop music on their 
phone’s speaker, or just stand the 
entire ride?

Would you rather sneeze every 
three minutes or always have 
the sensation to sneeze and 
never do?

Would you rather begin every sentence 
with “Listen up, dumbass,” or END every 
sentence with “I’m just kidding.”

Would you rather be followed 
around everywhere you go (and 
I mean everywhere) by a rain 
cloud, or 10 small ducks?

Would you rather be the best 
racquetball player in the world or 
get $70?

Would you rather be a raindrop and fall to 
earth in one thrilling but short lived life or be a 
grain of sand and be forever drifting the world?

Would you rather get piropos from every 
member of the opposite sex that you pass 
or be completely and utterly ignored by 
them everywhere you go?
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Here is some basic info and websites to get your grad school journey 
started. Check websites regularly as these things tend to change!

Paper-based GRE® revised General Test administrations are offered 
in areas of the world where computer-based testing is not available. 
The paper-based revised General Test dates for the 2013-14 testing 
year are listed below. For an updated list of test centers, please see 
the Test Center and Institution Code Lists at :
www.ets.org/s/gre/pdf/gre_pbt_center_lists.pdf.
 
 
GRE® Subject Test administrations are offered at test centers world-
wide. The Subject Test dates for the 2013-14 testing year are listed 
below. For an updated list of test centers, please see the Paper-based 
Test Center List at 
www.ets.org/s/gre/pdf/gre_pbt_center_lists.pdf.

Here is the list of upcoming test dates for Nicaragua. You’re getting 
them first, folks. This list isn’t even up on the web yet. Enjoy.

WANT TO TAKE 
THE GRE’S!?!

GRE Test Date

September 27, 2014
October 25, 2014

November 08, 2014
February 07, 2015

You know you do...
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Building the 
Brooklyn 

Bridge
Stefan Schwartz, Ag 59

 The plan, for this April issue of 
Va Pue, was to write a riveting story about 
one community’s struggle to overcome a 
variety of interesting obstacles in order to 
build a bridge. The story, as planned, was to 
be brimming with intrigue, complex power 
struggles, sufficient heartbreak, and in the 
end, wonderful and inarguable success.    

Like so many things in the life of a PCV, and 
now that I think of it, life in general, things 
have not gone exactly as planned. We are 
left instead with an uncertain conclusion 
and a half-written story. With four months 
left before COS, and less than that before 
the rains return, we are scrambling to finish 
a project that should have been finished 
months ago. 
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I have spent my two years of service in the 
tiny, aptly named farming community of 
Manhattan, situated between Kukra Hil and 
Pearl Lagoon on the Atlantic Coast. Owing 
to its size, I quickly got acquainted with the 
entire permanent population (my moving 
here raised the population by a few significant 
percentage points). During my two years 
though, more and more frequently, I see 
people from town walking around the farms, 
equipped with rubber boots and machetes in 
hand. I always like to ask them what they are 
doing. 
 
The invariable answer is: “Boyyyyyy, I’m 
just trying a little something.”  The nearly 
invariable outcome is: They are trying a 
little something. This might mean planting a 
half-manzana of corn, or plantain, or maybe 
buying a cow to bring into town. 
Looked at through a different lens though, 
this little something is in fact, quite a big 
something. A people that are culturally, 
historically, gastronomically, and 
economically married to the lagoon and the 

sea are seeing a shift to the land. As fish 
stocks have declined rather dramatically 
in the last 10 years and the price of fuel 
goes up and up, fishing no longer stands 
as the sure bet it once was. More and 
more people are looking to the land for 
economic opportunities. They are looking to 
communities like Manhattan. 

Manhattan is an absolutely gorgeous 
community. Unfortunately, one of the first 
things you notice when you spend a day 
walking through it is a 30 foot wide gap in 
the road, intersected by a creek. I promise 
you, you can’t miss it.  There is the road….
then there is no road…and then there is the 
road again. This effectively cuts Manhattan 
off from the outside world. This lack-of-
bridge is our project. For two years this has 
been the focus of my service. For the people 
that live here, the significance of this bridge 
is more real. It promises much greater 
opportunities for farmers to build a life on 
the farm

Because there is no bridge here, cars and 
trucks cannot pass. In the rainy season 
(most of the year here) it is difficult if not 
dangerous to cross on horse or on foot. For 
farmers that are struggling to move from 
historically subsistence-based farming 
practices into practices that will earn them 
an income, the lack of a bridge presents 
a huge obstacle. Farming on any sort of 
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scale is impossible, simply because this lack 
of infrastructure makes it too difficult to get 
the products to market.  Some farmers have 
to walk with their product for more than one 
hour to get it out to where trucks pass. Most 
of their walk will be on a road that is perfectly 
good, except that it has no bridge. With no 
bridge, the road seems to tease the farmers; a 
road for trucks…without the trucks.

In September of 2013, we received a grant 
from Feed the Future to finally build this 
bridge, much to the relief of all the farmers. 
Since then, in a series of strange plot twists 
and misunderstandings, the work to complete 
this project has been nothing but an uphill 
battle.  Because of territorial disputes between 
municipalities, a strange lack of support 
among some community members, and 
poor initial budgeting, we find ourselves 
struggling to build this bridge the way we 
know it should be built; in a manner that 
will serve the community for many years to 
come. Struggling may be an understatement. 

Just fulfilling 
the community 
contribution has 
nearly killed us.  

First came the 
boulders. After 8 
months, we have 
finally finished 
breaking enough 
of them with 
sledgehammers to 
build the bases. It 
was so much fun. 

Now we are digging sand to mix with the 
cement. We are shooting for 1,500 sacks, and 
with 750 already dug, we are confident we 
can reach our goal before the rains hit, and 
before all our bodies give out. This is how we 
dig sand: We launch off from Pearl Lagoon 
with a fleet of boats looking like a ragtag gang 
of pirates. We don’t have enough engines for 
all the skiffs so most of them are being towed. 
We move slowly but eventually reach our 
destination in the canal. Everybody jumps out 
and without another word starts digging and 
sacking up sand. If you are at all interested, 
heavy is my new favorite adjective to describe 
sand. One by one the boats are loaded and we 
carefully make our way back to town. Then, 
one by one the boats are unloaded and the 
sand is piled up, ready to be carried away to 
the building site. 

In some ways, designing this type of project to 
be community-oriented is an epic undertaking. 
The community contribution is an incredible 
amount of work to do for free, especially when 
your day job is farming. We are all so excited 
as we finally see things starting to take shape. 
I think we all share this excitement with a 
certain amount of butterflies in our stomachs, 
as we still have some very large obstacles to 
overcome. As building materials continue to 
accumulate at the build site and more and 
more people see this as a reality, we are almost 
sure that this bridge will get built in time. We 
have worked too hard and too long to leave this 
half-finished. To finish confidently: I would like 
to cordially invite you all to the Inauguration 
Party. 

‘We launch 
off from Pearl 
Lagoon with 

a fleet of boats 
looking like a 
ragtag gang 
of pirates.’
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The Skinny Months
Alexis Weiss , Ag 59

       

       Los meses flacos, or the skinny months, are as predictable as they are dreaded in the rural 
communities of Nicaragua.  Every year in between May and August, families of subsistence corn 
and bean farmers run low on food.  Why does this scarcity exist?  The answer is largely a matter 
of finance.  A lot of farmers take out loans in April or May to grow their corn.  Sometimes they go 
to official micro-financers.  In other cases they get credit from local businessmen or landlords.  In 
August, the corn is mature enough to eat fresh, but not yet dry enough to sell, so people have food, 
but they can’t sell yet to pay off their debts.  In February, the corn becomes dry enough to sell, 
but the market is so flooded with supply, that the price is very low, often around C$200/quintal 
(100lb.) Even though the price is low, the farmers have to sell because their loans are due.  The 
situation is even worse for share croppers who have to pay up to half of their harvest to cover the 
land rental. Other reasons for the over-selling of corn at harvest time include a lack of financial 
education or responsibility, or a lack of appropriate storage conditions.  Either way, farmers sell 
off almost all of their corn and don’t store enough to make it until the fresh corn of August.  When 
people start running low on food, the price shoots up, sometimes to over C$500/quintal.  As one 
farmer put it, “When we have the corn, the price is low; when they have the corn, the price goes up.”
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      That’s when you start seeing people roam the campo carrying empty sacks, looking for someone 
who will sell or barter a little extra corn.  Sometimes, they get desperate and agree to bad deals, like 
trading three days of labor for 25lb of corn, or taking one quintal of corn now in exchange for three 
quintales next harvest.  Those deals just push farmers deeper into cycles of poverty and food-debt.  
It’s a rough situation, but it’s also an area where PCVs can have a lot of impact.  A great way to help 
with the bad lending practices is to start a Community Savings and Loans Bank.  These banks do 
wonders to strengthen community organization and encourage good saving and borrowing habits.  
Best of all the interest gained goes back to the members at the end of the year.  In my experience, 
banks earn annual return rates of 60-90%!  Once the bank groups are formed and working well, 
PCVs can help them branch out to start grain banks, to help keep more grains in the communities.  
During the harvest, when prices are low, each member invests a few quintales of grain in his or her 
group’s silos (available through the Peace Corps Small Grants Program).  The group hangs on to 
this grain until los meses flacos and then sells it in small quantities to community members in need.  
The Grain Bank wins because it earns a better price than it would have selling during the harvest.  
Poor community members win because they don’t have to travel far to search for food or make 
deals with scummy grain mongers.  Moreover, the cash from grain sales are invested back into the 
Savings and Loans Bank, where it supplies capital for loans during the growing season and earns 
even more money in interest.  Those interests then serve to keep the Grain Bank functioning or even 
growing year after year.  PCVs can also help out their food-insecure communities by promoting 
more lucrative cash crops.  The reasoning is that if people are making money growing a crop they 
don’t eat, they can keep the crops they do eat for their families instead of selling them off to meet 
financial needs. 

        After a first-time chia producer sold his crop 
for C$5,000/quintal, he told me, “This year, 
for the first time, I didn’t have to sell my corn.”
The point is: the need in the campo is great.  There 
are so many people who spend los meses flacos 
struggling to find the most basic food for their 
families.  But, the situation doesn’t have to be this way.  
PCV’s can have huge impacts in these communities, 
and for a minimal amount of funding.  By training 
a new generation of aggies on Community Savings 
and Loan Banks, Community Grain Banks, and 
cash crop promotion, we can seriously improve 

rural food security.  So what I’m really getting at is: 

bring the Ag Program back!
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 If you would have told me two years ago that my usual bedtime would be 8:30 p.m., my best friend 

would be an elderly woman, and my most common pastime would be making corn flour cookies, I doubt I 

would have accepted my invitation to the Peace Corps. However, I would never exchange the experiences I 

have had as an Agricultural and Sustainable Food Security volunteer for all the missed hot showers, access to 

stable Internet and cell phone service, and other comforts 

of the developed world. 

 About three months after beginning my service 

in Las Gavetas, a rural, subsistence farming community 

with about 100 residents located outside of La Trinidad, 

Estelí, my friends and family began asking me how I felt 

about the experience so far and if I was happy in my new 

home. I began to reflect on some of the realities of my living 

conditions: a dirt floor, lack of access to daily transportation, 

limited privacy, etc. But I came to realize that, in spite of 

these seemingly uncomfortable living conditions, I felt very 

uplifted mentally – that I was in fact happy. This realization 

provoked me to ask myself, “If I lack access to a lot of the 

things that I thought made me happy, what exactly is 

necessary to obtain happiness?”

 On my first trip back to the United States, I observed the level of stress some people carried, and I 

interacted with several seemingly unhappy individuals. It made me wonder how some of my neighbors in 

Las Gavetas who are uncertain whether they are going to make enough money or if they are going to have a 

sufficient harvest to feed their family seem generally happier and less stressed than those previously mentioned 

individuals from back home.

Exploring the Roots of Happiness 
	     Through an Unexpected Friendship

Alison Sicle Ag 59
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 During my service, I have been blessed to have 

spent countless hours with Doña Haydees, a 76-year-

old woman from my community, palmeando tortillas 

and preparing frescos from the variety of fruits from 

her farm – including mangos, naranjas dulces, 

guanabana, among others of my tropical favorites. 

Through our conversations on topics ranging from 

religion to sex, I have learned a great deal about her 

pursuit of happiness. 

 This woman, whose eyes are framed with 

crow-feet wrinkles formed from decades of smiles, 

has lived through war in which her sons fought, the 

devastation of her farm due to Hurricane Mitch, 

and a marriage in which her husband has engaged 

in several extramarital affairs. However, she has no 

enemies, never harbors anger, and treats everyone 

equally. 

 Several times over the past two years, I have 

arrived to her tabla-enclosed, smoky, dark kitchen 

feeling conflicted over work and personal issues, and 

she has always taken the time to listen to me vent 

and offer compassion. She once advised that I must 

always be happy because one never knows how long 

one has before his or her time is up in this world and 

it is important to leave in a positive state. 

 Witnessing the affinity Doña Haydees has 

for every person that enters her house – whether 

it be a family member, a foreigner from the United 

States or man selling hammocks – has inspired me 

to try to foster this same sympathy for those with 

whom I interact. Maybe, this has been an essential 

component in her pursuit of happiness. But for me, 

I am certain that without having the relationship that 

I have developed with her, others in my community, 

and those friends within the Peace Corps family, I do 

not believe that I could have responded that I was 

happy in Nicaragua during my Peace Corps service. 

 I once read that happiness is ones reality 

minus expectations. Maybe it is better not to expect to 

have more and more goods and wealth in life because 

these desires can be insatiable. Perhaps, one should 

focus more on developing personal relationships. As 

an agricultural volunteer, one witnesses some of the 

worst poverty in the country but also experiences the 

country´s richest population in terms of compassion, 

kindness and generosity.  
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La Bastilla
Simplemente, Naturaleza

S ituated 4,000 ft .  above sea 
level ,  in the rural  mountains 
of  Jinotega l ies  a  school  f i l led 
with ambitious minds,  geared 

towards leading an ecological ly-
friendly l i festyle  while  teaching 
valuable knowledge and  uti l izing 
organic agricultural 
practices.  El 
Centro Técnico 
Agropecuario y 
Turismo La Basti l la 
houses around f i fty 
students a  year in 
dormitory-style 
housing,  educating 
students with the 
normal high school 
curriculum, in 
addition to hands 
-on agronomy 
and tourism practices they wil l  use 
to beter prepare themselves for  the 
increasingly competit ive world after 
high school.  The goal  is  s imple,  to 
be 100% self-sustaining.   The school 
upholds various businesses including: 
chickens for laying and meat-raising, 
cows for milking and for sale,  a  bakery, 
pig production,  a  cheese-processing 
faci l i ty  (they make mozzarel la!) ,  worm 

production,  a  coffee plant nursery,  and 
their  most  successful  money generator, 
La Basti l la  Eco-Lodge.  In order to be as 
successful  as  they have been,  the school 
works closely with the coffee hacienda , 
La Basti l la,  and is  funded by the Swiss 
organization,  Teach a Man to Fish. 

With barely f ive 
years running, 
the school  is 
roughly 65% (and 
cl imbing) self-
sustainable.

I  didn’t  write 
this  article  to 
talk about the 
projects  I  have 
done with the 
school,  but  instead 
to encourage you 

al l  to venture out there and give them 
your business.  I ’ve sent over a  dozen 
volunteers,  families,  and our former 
Country Director Carol  Barrick to the 
eco-lodge throughout my t ime in site 
and every one of  them left  with raving 
reviews,  except for  one person (you 
know who you are)  but hey,  you can’t 
please them all . 
 The luxury and location of  the 

Gerald Berthelette
 Ag 59
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eco-lodge are part  of  an eco-tourism 
revolution beginning to thrive in 
Nicaragua.  Situated within the cloud 
forest  of  the Cerro Datanlí  -  e l  Diablo 
Natural  Reserve,  you’ l l  dawn to the 
sounds of  howler monkeys receiving 
the day,  a  view of  the mist-covered 
mountaintops that  ominously surround 
you,  and the smell  of  pura naturaleza 
that  thrives in this  part  of  the country 
and stays green al l  year long.   There 
is  a  daily  menu that  changes with the 
season,  beer,  l iquor and wine,  a  gift 
store to buy your touristy goods from 
Nicaraguan locals,  and spare binoculars 
to catch a gl impse of  the abundant 
bird l i fe  that  thrives in the bosque 
of  Jinotega.  Completely managed by 
the students and their  professors,  the 
school  offers  guided hikes through 
the natural  reserve along with tours 
of  the coffee farm with an optional 
coffee tasting at  the end for a  few extra 
dollars.  You wil l  experience how the 
coffee is  cult ivated from start  to f inish, 
how the students maintain a part  in the 
process,  and how international  buyers 
select  their  variety of  choice from a 
certain plot  on the farm on a certain 
side of  the mountain in a certain row 

of  the plantation;  needless to say,  they 
take this  stuff  seriously.

 Now getting down to business, 
we al l  know that  on a volunteer’s 
budget,  food and lodging prices cannot 
be taken l ightly.  With comfortable 
beds,  well-decorated rooms,  good 
food and a great  location,  prices on 
the volunteer’s  dime can seem a l i tt le 
steep.  However,  the eco-lodge is  a 
great  place to bring parents when 
they come to visit ,  or  fr iends from 
the states who have an actual  job 
back home bringing in more than 
$200 a month;  you remember those, 
r ight? However,  for  the volunteers 
who are wil l ing to spend a l i tt le  extra 
cash and enjoy a relaxing weekend 
in the cooler  cl imate of  Nicaragua, 
tent  camping is  also available which 
includes breakfast ,  the tent,  and up to 
three mattresses with blankets.  Not 
to mention the tent  is  located on a 
platform with an unprecedented view, a 
private bathroom, and solar hot  water, 
in addition to complimentary rocking 
chairs  which al low you to enjoy the 
sunset  over Lake Apanás.

PRICES!
Tent Platform 1 Person $15.oo
Dorm Room (x6) 1 Person $20.oo
Individual 1 Person $45.oo
Double 2 People $70.oo
Matrimonial 2 People $70.oo
Triple 3 People $105.oo
Cuadruple 4 People $120.oo

* All rooms have a balcony with a view, include breakfast 

and have their own bathrooms with solar-heated hot water.

10-word album review:
Everyday Robots: Damon Albarn

‘Damon explores the social network 
disconnection with morose pop music’

-David Wolfson, SBD 59

Last Night’s Chat...
“There are girls dressed all in red giving out red 

Fanta in my town, it’s terrible.”
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10-word book review:
Candide: Voltaire

‘Travel world searching for love, meaning. 
Plant garden, find them’

-Rachel Odhner, Ag 59

Last Night’s Chat...
“So after you told me that I looked pale, and after 
her counterparts told me that they thought I was 

the guest speaker living with HIV before they 
learned that people living with HIV don’t look 

sick, I decided to put some makeup on.”

 I  was  lucky  enough  to  be 
p laced  in  s i te  where  th is  school 
i s  located  and  have  en joyed  my 
t ime  as  an  Aggie  in  Nicaragua 
working  wi th  s tudents  who 
are  genuine ly  in teres ted  in 
susta inable  agr icu l ture .  I ’ ve 
taught ,  touched,  and  ta lked 
about  worms  for  more  t ime 
over  the  past  two  years  than 
most  people  wi l l  in  a  l i f e t ime.  
I ’ ve  drank  thousands  o f  cups 
o f  co f fee  (yes ,  thousands)  and 
I ’ve  worked  wi th  the  s tudents 
enough  to  unders tand  the i r 
reasoning  for  choos ing  such 
an  unconvent iona l  school .  For 
many  o f  them i t ’ s  the i r  f i r s t 
t ime  leav ing  the  fami ly  home 
to  l ive  somewhere  e l se ,  for  a l l 
o f  them i t ’ s  an  opportuni ty 
to  l earn  both  bus iness  and 
l i fe  l essons ,  for  me  i t  was 
the  exper ience  o f  a  l i f e t ime. 
So  a f ter  I  l eave ,  I  encourage 
you  a l l  to  v i s i t  the  eco- lodge 
and  g ive  your  support  to  the 
s tudents ;  any  bus  heading 
north  out  o f  J inotega  (on  our 
soon  to  be  paved  road!)  and 
pass ing  J igü ina ,  jus t  ge t  o f f 
a t  empalme La  Bast i l la  and 
s tar t  your  4 .5  km trek  up  the 
mounta ins ide .  The  walk  i s 
worth  i t  i f  you ’ re  up  for  a  h ike , 
but  you  can  a l so  ca l l  ahead  to 
arrange  a  r ide  for  a  smal l  f ee . 
When you  get  there ,  te l l  Doña 
Sandra ,  Gerardo  says  “he l lo” , 
she  makes  a  mean  burr i to .
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Eduvijes Méndez the Sage 
and a Pilgrimage through Nicaragua

Rachel Odhner Ag 59

Eduvijes Méndez, my host abuelo, is the kind of  human that suspends your 
disbelief  in reincarnation.   He embodies a timeless wisdom that I instinctually 

doubt was accumulated during one lifetime in the small northern village of      
El Riito, Madriz, Nicaragua.

       Born in 1932, the life history of Eduvijes 
traces that of his beloved country, Nicaragua. 
He has witnessed both the subtle transitions 
and dramatic transformations of his community 
and country over the decades of his life. As a 
young boy, he worked on the construction of 
the Pan American highway—previously a dirt 
path traveled only by foot, horse, and oxen cart, 
as well as on Chinandega’s famous, historic 
sugarcane plantation Ingenio San Antonio. In 
adulthood, he took part in some of 20th century 
America’s most politically complex and corrupt 
events: the awe-inspiring Sandinista Revolution 
and subsequent literacy brigade, followed by 
the degeneration of that founding idealism and 
the devastation brought by the Contra War. My 
process of learning about Nicaraguan history 
has been animated and humanized, and overall 
enriched, through his tales.

 Eduvijes is a community man. A natural 
leader and hard worker, his 83 years of life 
experience encompass an impressive set of 
accomplishments—most notably organizing his 
community back in 1972 to install electricity 
and potable water. (They petitioned for funds 
through JFK’s Alliance for Progress.) He 
possesses a riveting work ethic that would 
challenge even my U.S.A.-self: the man is always 
on the go. “Andando como los sampopos” 
(Coming and going like the leafcutters), he likes 
to say, as we pass one another on the path, in 
between visits, errands, or other outings.

 His formal education ended after third 
grade, but he’ll be the first and perhaps only 
man in the campo to regularly highlight the 
importance of education and the value of the 
knowledge: “uno nunca deja de aprender.” 
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 Through a Catholic literacy and social 
justice program called Escuela Radiofonica, he 
learned to read and write as an adult, and then 
spent years teaching fellow campesinos to read 
and write in rural communities. He occasionally 
gives me old books, or sits on the porch with me 
and reads. (My personal favorite on Eduvijes’ 
reading list—a third-grade history book he bor-
rowed from the local school teacher; he said he 
wanted to buff up on his national history. He then 
passed it on to me.)

 His dichos never end; after two years, he 
continues to teach me new proverbs. But there are 
the classics, such as: “Buscando el nido,” looking 
for the nest, which he says as he heads to bed. 
Minutes later, I hear—through the plastic tarp 
that separates our bedrooms and forms one of my 
four walls—abeula praying…and abeulo snoring. 
I attempt to muffle my laugh, for fear abuela will 
hear through the “wall” that we pretend is an 
actual, soundproof wall. (Considering how hard 
he works all day, you can’t blame him for not 
being able to stay awake through the nightly half-
hour prayer.)

 Late afternoons you can find him eating 
baked goods and drinking coffee on the porch. He 
has a serious sweet tooth. On days we bake, he 
forgoes his gallo pinto and instead eats a plate of 
hornada. (When I brought him maple syrup back 
from New York, he began drinking it daily, out of 
a cup, after every meal.) 

 We often sit together and chat, sharing 
those treasured, isolated moments of an El Riito 
afternoon, when both the dogs and roosters 
are quiet. In times (and there have been many) 
of disillusionment or loneliness, a chat with 
Eduvijes on our beautiful front porch has been a 
source of renewal. His wisdom, joy, and laughter 
have been a continual reminder to be grateful 
and not to take life too seriously.

 Once we finish service and leave here, 
our memories will evaporate, blend together, or 
otherwise change; my multitude of memories of 
chatting with Eduvijes on the porch will likely 
fade into one. One such afternoon conversation, 
however, will stick out in my mind long after I 
leave El Riito. Back in January, I was restless 
and dissatisfied, with too many questions and 
answers nowhere to be found in the campo. I 
thought pretty seriously about leaving Nicaragua 
to hike the Appalachian Trail. “I feel like I need 
to do a pilgrimage,” I told some friends. (So 
dramatic, I know.)
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 Days later, I sat on the porch drinking coffee 
with Eduvijes as dusk set. His 98-year old brother 
was dying, and he was contemplating his old age 
more intensely than usual. He spoke to me about 
how “la vida es una peregrinación,” and we’re 
all just passing through. We are visitors here, and 
our time passes quickly. Perhaps because I needed 
an artful reminder of the impending terminus of 
my time in Nicaragua, or maybe because I’m a 
sucker for metaphor, for Eduvijes, and for things 
that seem serendipitous—his life-as-a-pilgrimage 
platica helped me see that I needed to stay. (It 
didn’t hurt that I was on my way to Little Corn 
Island.)

 I thought this experience would help clarify 
my thoughts on, and also prepare me to contribute 
to, matters of food security and development 
in Latin America. And I was so excited to work 
directly with small-scale farmers, the populace I 
had written so many papers about!

 Instead, living among subsistence 
farmers has left my views on these matters 
muddled. I will leave here deeply confused 
about the meaning of food security and 
development, and also about how my future 
research and work will contribute to the future 
of food and agriculture.

 While this is unfortunate, I also leave 
here knowing there are more important things 
at stake. Eduvijes in particular, and the time 
I’ve spent in Nicaragua more generally, has 
helped put my life in perspective. His balance 
of deep contemplation and a reverence for the 
mystery of nature and existence, with humor 
and lightheartedness is now my primary goal in 
life to achieve.

 As 59ers, we’re nearing the end of our 
sojourn in Nicaragua. But our pilgrimages go 
on and—gracias a Dios—now encompass the 
warmth, wisdom, and generosity of Nicaragua. 
(And fellow Aggies, one day we will not regret 
that we got to see the best, the worst, and the 
most intimate of it.)

 “uno nunca deja 
de aprender.” “uno nunca deja 
de aprender.”
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3 Years an Aggie
a photo montage ,  by :

Sarah Robinson, Ag 56
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 I would like to be a writer. Writers have a chance to better the world with their words, and not just for 

their own lifetime, but for years, decades, centuries. Their wisdom can echo eternally, guiding generations to 

uncover the universalities of being human, helping us discover who we are, why we love, what death means. 

We can giggle that this is just a Va Pue article and no one expects profundity in 1,000 words or less but a 

writer, a true writer, would know that a universe can change in ten words, six, even just three: ¨You came 

back¨,¨ I am yours¨, ¨ She is gone¨. 

 I am not a writer, so the chances of me explaining the mysteries of life lyrically and 

concisely are slim, but if I´ve learned anything in Peace Corps (I´ve learned a 

million things in Peace Corps!), it´s that even if we can´t fix it all, we can 

make something better, poco a poco. After all, Rome wasn’t built in a day, 

a journey of a thousand miles starts with the first step, and grano por 

grano la gallina se llena el buche. Every time you do homework with 

your neighbor, plant trees with students, encourage your friends to 

save instead of buying more shoes, we´re one step closer to world 

peace! So in the spirit of poco a poco, instead of attempting to unveil 

all the secrets of humanity, I´m going to tell you about one human, my 

mom,  who was pure energy and smiles and mother bear ferocity. 

 When I was a little girl, my mom was my hero. She was brave and bold and beautiful, she could 

whistle, and French braid, and swim like she was born for the sea. She played tennis and sailed and knew 

her library card number by heart. She was PTA president and knew CPR and spoke her mind even in front of crowds.  

Poco a Poco
Brittany Duffy, Ag 59
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She clipped coupons and sewed our Halloween costumes and knew exactly when we needed a family 

hike. Every night she would read with me and my brothers, and every Christmas we made sugar 

cookies for Santa, and every birthday had its own theme and accompanying wholesome crafts and 

activities. It was as if she´d taken every cliché ¨Good Parenting¨ tip to heart, but instead of being 

cheesy, she was awesome. 

  No one can be a paragon forever, and as we entered the terrible teenage years and were 

suddenly too cool for crafts, we pushed her away, she became an 

afternoon visit and then a weekly picnic and then just a voice on 

the phone. Sure I saw the bruises and bottles and swollen hands 

and fabricated smile, but if she was going to pretend everything 

was fine, well, then so could I. After all, I had all of life figured out, I 

knew better and more efficient ways to do everything from packing 

lunches to paying the mortgage, the house was running smoothly and 

my brothers were succeeding and she insisted that she was glad to 

finally be free. But a ship refused harbor will drift with the tide, and 

eventually shatter against the rocks. As we sailed smoothly along, 

her legs became twiggy, her eyes sunk, her smile grew pained and 

false, and last year she drank herself to death. How could I have let 

this happen?! I would be a hero and save the world, but I was bent 

on the path of all or nothing. I would solve world hunger and save all 

endangered species and bring sunshine into every household, but somehow I remained blithely blind 

to the black hole of my own home and the one person who´d sacrificed everything for me and my 

brothers. 

 That is of course the dark side of poco a poco. A spark can burn into a forest fire, harsh words 

hastily spoken can breed hate, and danger signs disregarded daily lead to diffidence, depression, death. 

This isn´t an afterschool special on alcohol abuse, and none of us are actually perfect, but the little 

things we do for each other can make all the difference. My mom was always so happy when my brothers 

would call for girl advice, or when I requested a recipe or a friend asked for a gardening tip. Towards the 

end she was going to the beach every day to watch the sunrise and pick up litter. Thousands of pounds of 

trash wash up on Miami shores every day, thoughtlessly thrown out by fine upright citizens who don´t 
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even notice the plastic bag fluttering out their car window, but she knew the real value of every can 

recycled, every cigarette butt bagged, every glass shard properly deposited. Each little bit counted as an 

ibis saved from strangling, a sea turtle rescued from suffocating, a child´s foot protected from piercing. 

She was alone, and lonely, and couldn´t save herself but she had this small task that helped her stay 

afloat and retain her dignity and usefulness while her friends and family and I went along with our own 

grandiose lives, shaking our heads at how low a once-brilliant woman had sunk. Instead of trying to 

write the grand opus that would bring world peace, I should have just said ¨I´ll help you¨, three small 

words and a few minutes every day and maybe the beach would be clean and my mom would still be 

here. 

 I know sometimes we feel so rushed planting manzanas and digging latrines and building 

bridges, but have you ever noticed how the kids yearn just to carry your papelografo and how they 

walk taller and behave better when finally trusted with a responsibility? Our projects are important, but 

remember the moments in between. I can´t bring my mom back or rewrite War and Peace, and we can´t 

solve all of the world´s problems, but I can write a small article in a local paper and we can help our own 

little corners of Nicaragua, and poco a poco this world will be better. 
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Country ClubJoseph Navelski
Ag 59

 When I first was 
accepted to serve as an 
Agriculture and Food 
Security Volunteer with 
Peace Corps Nicaragua, I 
thought I was going to have 
to hang up my golf clubs 
for the next 27 months of 
my service.  I anticipated 
this, and I still remember 
punching out at the golf 
course I worked at saying to 
myself, “Well, golf season’s 
over.  Maybe it’s a good 
thing, because I have been 
shanking every drive I hit.”  

 As I drove away from 
the course in my boxy looking 
Jetta, I almost franticly 
pulled into the driving range 
to hit one more bucket of 
balls.  I laughed to myself, 

and kept driving straight 
knowing my dad would 
beat me if he knew golf was 
taking up our personal time 
before I left for Nicaragua.

 I soon left New 
Hampshire, landed in 
Managua, went through the 
intense 3 month training 
period, and I was off to 
a new community.  I was 
still curious about golf in 
Nicaragua, and my curiosity 
was easily sparked through 
updates from my friends 
back home and the golf 
cooler talks during training.  

 I received my 2-year 
assignment to serve in the 
farming community of Rocky 
Point in the South Atlantic 

R
oc

ky Point
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Country Club

Autonomous Region.
I remember my Site 
Description Packet saying, 
“Rocky Point is a Creole 
farming community 
located in the Pearl Lagoon 
Municipality.  The ecosystem 
is vibrantly subtropical, 
there is an abundant amount 
of wildlife and vegetation, 
and the population consists 
of about 100 farmers.  The 
farmers produce a diverse 
selection of palms, fruits, 
and vegetables, and raise 
all types of animals.”

 When “I done riich” 
Rocky Point, I was amazed at 
the landscape, and made it a 
goal of mine to start to play 
golf.   I asked our magician 
like ACD, likkle Miguelito, 
to help me with some clubs, 

and in about four months I 
was chipping and pitching 
at young coconut plants.  
 
 While I practiced, I 
enticed the locals to take 
some swings and some 
good misses.  The comedic 
value was great and it was a 
wonderful way to exchange 
cultures, but I wanted to show 
them more of the sport. I 
really wanted the community 
to get the full experience of 
playing a round of golf, and 
the interest was simmering 
amongst the guys who were 
already yelling “fore”.   This 
motivated me to make a 
course with the permission of 
my neighbor Lenard Rigby, 
and we eventually mapped 
the course with a quick 
walk through in his farm.

  Our outcome 
was a par 27 golf course, 
with 9 holes, situated on 
3 hectares of forest-like 
grazing land. There are 
long holes at 120 yards with 
hidden greens, and there 
are short attack holes at 30 
yards.  The club selection 
is two pitching wedges, one 
sand wedge, a 56 degree, 
and a putter.  The course is 
designed with shaded areas, 
to keep golfers cool, and a 
creek gently trickles through 
the course as a water hazard.  
We are currently making 
a GIS map of the course in 
order to calculate distances 
to the pins and to make the 
course easy to follow.  The 
tees are coconut husks, 
the pins are wild cane, and 
the flags are plastic bags.  
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 The golf course follows 
all standard rules with the 
exception of three.  The first 
rule is that each golfer needs 
to hit the ball until they 
reach within a club-length 
of the wild cane pin, which 
means there are no cups and 
less putting.  The second rule 
is that every ball is played as 
a preferred lie, which means 
that you can fluff the ball 
up out of the rough to your 
preference.  The last rule 
is that nobody can shoot 
higher than a six on any 
hole, which makes the game 
generally more competitive, 
interesting and fun.

 In the end, I built 
the country club because I 

wanted to show the farmers 
and kids a different sport, 
I wanted to interchange 
cultures and show them a 
piece of what I enjoy doing 
in the states, and I wanted 
to make sure I could still 
golf with my buddies after 
being gone for two years.

 
So, “If uno deh 

en Lagoon and uno 
luken fa a likkle somptin 

speshal fa do. No frayd fa come 
riich di Rocky Point Country 

Club an tayk a pasear. Mayk uno 
tii taim, but no riich soff cuz mi 

primo Rasta caan hit di ball 
gud gud wit di club dem.” 

Faaarrrrr!!! (“fore” in 
Creole English.)

10-word movie review:
NOAH

‘Pulsating cinematography, questionable 
storyline, Russel Crowe tests infamous 

ark-eology theories’

-Gerald Berthelette, Ag 59

Last Night’s Chat...
“The bus I’m on only charges 20 cords for vomiting...

why is it cheaper to vomit here??”
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Pipe Dreams
A Community’s Trek Towards Clean Water
 In Náhuatl, “Datanlí” means donde bajan las aguas. The indigenous inhabitants named 
the community so because it is the point where offshoots from the Río Jigüina converge and flow 
towards Lago de Apanás, creating a series of picturesque waterfalls down the Jinotega mountainside. 
Unfortunately, such a beautiful place and name prove to be ironic for a community with chronic water 
problems. 

 When I arrived in Datanlí in 2012, a sparkling new water system had just been installed by a 
group of engineering students to bring potable water to 50 families in Datanlí and the neighboring 
community of Los Robles, including the local primary school and health clinic. With a nod to the 
future, toilets and faucets were added in each home… but the water never came. An error in the size 
of piping brought the water through Los Robles but stopped there – as most aid usually does – never 
reaching the families higher up the mountain. Furthermore, a sustainability clause in the project 
required that once the students were gone, any repairs to the system were to come from the hands and 
pockets of the community members. The pipes were replaced once, twice, and finally the water came 
for one glorious week. Then construction on the highway burst one of the main tubes and to this day, 
no hay agua. 
 
 The frustration of the community members that have taken precious time away from working 
the coffee harvest to repair the faulty system is palpable, and in my mind the series of problems and 
fixes is tantalizing, as if potable water were dripping just out of arms’ reach. Committees have been 
formed, the alcaldía involved, and promises made. In the meantime, the community does as it always 
has and relies on the river. Every morning starts with a trek downhill to the quebrada, followed by an 
arduous and slippery hike back up a steep mudslide with each woman balancing six gallons or more 
on her shoulders.               
 
 

Maija Butler, Ag 59
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With no well for miles the river is Datanlí’s only water source, and is used for not only washing 
and bathing but also cooking and drinking.  What’s more, the water is contaminated with toxins 
from coffee production and is the unfortunate origin of the myriad of gastrointestinal problems the 
community suffers from. My most trying weeks in site were last November, when someone killed my 
neighbor’s two chanchos and dumped them in the river to rot, effectively rendering our only water 
supply unusable. That same week there were outbreaks of dengue and leptospirosis, the accurately 
named “development diseases” because they are worst where infrastructure is absent. No one bathed. 
Everyone was sick, thirsty. I did my dishes in the rain. 
 
 In my view as someone who has endured the 
situation for two years but not a lifetime, the difficult days 
are balanced out by the social connectivity a life revolving 
around a river can bring to a community. Every morning 
after hauling water, the other women and I march back 
down to the quebrada with big sacks of laundry and wash 
our clothes, rubbing them threadbare on thoughtful stacks 
of stones.  Then we bathe and swim, swapping soap, shampoo 
and gossip. Every morning feels a little like Semana Santa and the work is done together, as if sharing 
one giant lavandero. More than once my clumsiness has caused me to knock my bucket over and loose 
half my clothes to the current, but the hilarity that ensues with the entire group diving to collect the 
gringa’s panties is a solidarity I can’t say I’ve found in laundromats back home. 
 
 With only a few months left of my time in site, I am secretly enjoying the mornings I spend 
down at the river. For my community’s sake though, I hope one day soon water comes bursting out of 
the faucets that have sat, unused, for more than a year.  Seeing how they have fought for such a basic 
commodity with creativity and resolve, I’m sure it will, and am holding out for the day Datanlí’s name, 
or donde bajan las aguas, ceases to be ironic and instead proves to be satisfyingly fitting.

“...the difficult days are 
balanced out by the social 

connectivity a life revolving 
around a river can bring to 

a community.”
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It Ain’t Easy Being Aggie:
A Volunteer’s Account of Success, Trial and 
Personal Growth in Nicaragua

Rachel Reeves
AG 59

It takes a particular type of person to be 
an Aggie. We are a dying breed: living in 
random, microscopic towns that can’t be 
located on a map. We are a patient people; 
innovative, and without pena to get dirty. 

Each PCV has their own journey, struggle, or 
story, whatever you want to call it, but you just 
can’t compare our lives to those of you city-
dwellers. We have different obstacles, necessities, 
failures, and accomplishments, and as a brief 
glimpse into my life as an Aggie, I want to share a 
few of mine. 

Inaccessibility

Aside from lounging around in my hammock, 
I have found that laziness is almost entirely 
impossible when you live on a mountain. My 
community is nestled high in the mountains of 
the Tomabú Nature Reserve, about 18 km south of 
Estelí. We have 4 buses a week, which means I end 
up walking up and down the mountain most of the 
time. When I’m having a rough day, I put on my 
Birks, grab 8 cords, and begin the descent down for 
the hour walk to buy my mouth a sweet, little taste 

of America.  You know what I’m talking about- 
I don’t want none of that “Big Cola” or Rojita 
nastiness, only a Coke will do. 
Retrieving water is the bane of my existence. 
Why?  1) The nearest well is kept  uncovered 
and often you can find dead creatures floating 
on top. Last year someone found a dead frog 
in it and no one told me for 2 weeks.  2) Doña 
Rufina.  If you have seen “The Ring”, imagine 
a Latina version of the woman in the well only 
about 50 years older. She is literally always 
there, monopolizing the space and asking me 
why I don’t bathe at the well.  3) I have to lug my 
jug of water onto my shoulder and trek back up 
the rocky terrain to my house, all while doing so 
in my wet chinelas. 

10-word book review:
How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accent:

 Julia Alvarez
‘Some interesting  anecdotes on culture 

shock and reverse culture shock’

-Alexa Weiss, Ag 59

Last Night’s Chat...
“Do you ever just have those days where you close 

the door to your room, grab your surreptitiously 
hidden box of wine, and have yourself a solo dance 

party? Can’t decide if this is a new high or low”   

“Definitely a new high”
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My Oven Project!

I was able to do 16 improved ovens in my 
community with money from SPA. The 
application process is daunting, but with a wine 
glass in hand and smooth jazz (or Lil Wayne) 
playing softly in the background-it can be 
done. For those of you who don’t know, hornos 
mejorados are designed specifically to cut down 
on leña use, and to help reduce smoke. They 
are built using bricks, a 55 gallon barrel, and 
some rebar. Throw in some water, dirt and 
mierda, 4 hours later you have an oven and a 
dirty volunteer. For me, this was an aspect of 
my service that was tangible. I’d say 85% of my 
job is making small talk, drinking coffee and 
running after 8 year old necio boys. It’s about 
making connections, gaining confianza with the 
ultimate goal trying to become an integral part 
of the community.  Sometimes during service, 
I found myself getting caught up within the PC 
spider web, and it’s something that happens to 
the best of us. We forget what our true purpose 
here in Nicaragua is. Spending a day in the dirt, 
burning myself to a crisp, cutting my hands with 
an uneven machete- all these things brought me 

back to reality. The ovens are something that, si 
díos quiere, will last. Every time someone bakes 
rosquillas or burns themselves on the rack, they 
will remember the memories that we shared. 

My Epic Journey of Personal Growth

Like Pepto-Bismol cures upset stomach and 
diarrhea, Peace Corps cures impatience. 
Especially in the campo, people run on Nica-
time. They show up late for meetings or not 
at all and all that painstaking work I put into 
my papelografo always goes to waste (as 
papel higienico). Nicaragua has taught me so 
many things, but más que todo- to tolerate the 
ambiguity of life.  As Americans, our culture 
is set on being in control, and knowing all the 
details about everything. Why not stop and smell 
the estiercol, breath it deep into your lungs, feel 
the sting of the polvo in your eyes, and enjoy 
the screech of roosters at 4 am? It’s all about 
relinquishing that control and realizing that 
nothing really is worth getting hot and bothered 
over, because honestly you can’t control most 
aspects of life. Life is dirty and embarrassing and 
awkward, but we’re all living it and doing our best 
to survive it.

10-word movie review:
Muppets : Most Wanted  

‘Good Kermit versus Evil Kermit. Many 
songs. Unexpected Usher cameo’ 

-Katherine Wzorek, TEFL 62

Last Night’s Chat...
“So I just threw up in the street. So tuani”
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Biblioteca Ecologica 
Comunitaria Agua Fria:

 A Story of Building with 
Bottles       Tracy Borden Ag59

The Idea
Believe or not this project started with a PACA tool and several 
months of daydreaming. After a meeting with the community 
leaders I noticed that under the question, ¿Qué le gustaria 
tener en su comunidad? was written, “una biblioteca”. “Well, 
what do you know!”, I thought to myself, “I have been dearly 
missing a library – I would love to build one! And,” as my day 
dreams supported, “while I’m at it I’ll build it out of bottles.” 
And so it began.  

The research
It took some research and several months to figure out how 
to use bottles and trash as building materials. I contacted 
an NGO called, Hug It Forward (an organization that builds 
bottled classrooms around Central America), and tried to 
convince them to financially support the building of my eco-
library. They, unfortunately for me, only financially support 
eco-classroom construction (hint, hint), but gave me their 
building manual and the opportunity to contact them with my 
questions.

Reading a manual was one thing but not enough to make me 
feel confident to try it on my own. A PCV mentioned, and later a 
Va Pue article clarified, that a volunteer in Tonola, Chinandega 
a few years earlier built her house out of bottles. Ah ha, hope 
was found!

Gilberth Perez, a counterpart of several PCV’s in Tonola and 
who has built two bottled buildings, was willing to extend his 
help to me. I visited Gilberth and left feeling confident and less 
anxious about construction. Gilberth agreed to visit my site 
to give a presentation to my community on how to build with 
bottles, and he said he would come back the day we planned to 
use the bottles for construction. He did just that and was 
immensely helpful – mil gracias, Gilberth!

The First Steps: Community Contribution
My community and project counterpart, Nora Garcia, is 
a teacher and community leader. Together we convinced 

the children in the primary school to collect 0.5 liter to 1 
liter bottles for the project. There were, of course, prizes 
for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners. After we collected 
the bottles with trash collections around town and from 
businesses outside of the community, we were ready to 
dedicate a few weeks to stuffing the bottles with trash. I 
tried getting the community to have community bottle-
filling sessions, but it was only successful for a week or 
two. Nora then gave homework to the students to fill 5 
bottles a week until we reach our goal of 2,000 bottles.  

Whilst the ruckus was going on in my community, there 
was a lot planning going on in the background. Nora 
and I met with mayors,delegadas, and business owners. 

After showing pictures and detailed explanations of 
the building process, the mayor decided to contribute 
$2,000 in materials to the project. Concord Gold Mining 
Company, a gold mining company in my community, 
also donated an engineer to work on the architectural 
planning of the building. I, meanwhile, wrote up a PCPP 
(Peace Corps Partnership Program) grant for remaining 
materials, labor, and library supplies.

Part Two: Bringing it all TogetherFinally the 
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construction began! We hired a trusted mason, and with the mayor’s donation and community contribution of 
two men per work day we were able to build the library’s foundation in a few weeks. And then … what’s that? Oohh 
yes, the U.S government shut down and postponed funding for a month. Well, I didn’t see that one coming, but I 
used the time to e-mail PCPP donators and research ways to get books for the library. 

A few months later Gilberth came back to my site and with one roll of chicken wire, 20 community volunteers, 
and 1,761 bottles – we filled three walls with bottles in three days. I feel here is where I should explain a few things. 
First, we only had three walls because we used one wall from a previous building to cut down costs and bottles. 
Second, we bought the wrong type of chicken wire (malla cyclon instead of malla de gallina) which I believe 
caused us to consume more cement than needed to cover the bottles. Third, tying the bottles to the chicken wire 
is rather simple and as most of my community found, fun. Lastly, gracias a dios I hired a mason that was creative, 
skilled, and flexible because all those traits proved to be very important!

I was asked to write this article for several reasons including to represent Aggies and to encourage anyone of you 
to do build with bottles, too! It’s been an incredible project that’s taken a lot of time and patience. It’s also been a 
project that encouraged Nicas and friends and family in the USA to rethink about their trash use, where it goes, 
and what can be done with it. It took the entire community – kids to collect bottles, mothers to stuff the trash, and 
men to mix the cement, and so on – to build this darn thing! It is a project that one cannot do alone. Please make 
sure you have a counterpart and/or a committee to support you. And all those who contributed and supported me 
through the process - (outside communities, family, Peace Corps Staff and friends) – thank you!

If you have any questions I encourage you to visit the Hug It Forward site, www.hugitforward.org, and of course – 
I’m a la orden for any support you need along the way! Agua Fria is located off the San Isidro and León highway. 
The eco-library, named Biblioteca Ecologico Comunitario Agua Fria, is the bright yellow building you see from 
the road. If all goes well, the library will have regular times of operation to encourage visitors like you to come in 
and see the picture frame that shows the bottles tucked away behind the cement walls. 

And one last thing   
¡Qué viva the Ag Program!
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Name: Emily Abrahams

Site: Somoto, Madriz.

Sector: Health

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

Working as a family advocate 
at a Family Resource Center, 
you know, saving babies and 
stuff.  Also, slangin’ burgers 
on the weekends, and when I 
say slanging burgers I actually 
slanging expensive bottles of 
wine and the fish special; high 
class ish.

Funniest moment during 
training?

Probably had to be the 
wonderful song we just sang 
for our readiness to serve 
presentation called “Oh Dolores,  
Gracias” to the tune of Bob 
Marley’s “No woman no cry.” 
Yup, it was epic, you wish you 
were there.

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

The large gasp all the women do 

after something even remotely 
scandalous, or not scandalous at 
all, is said. Yeah, I’ve picked that 
up...

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

Besides spanish...How to make 
frescos as good as my host 
mom in training. And of course, 
also the usual... about myself 
and the wonderful culture of 
Nicaragua...

First impressions of 
Nicaragua?

¡Caliente, caliente! ¡Me siento 
caliente! Also, I’m loving the 
tranquilo, laid back lifestyle...
think I can do this for the next 
few years.

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

Cañon de Somoto, I expected 
way more beach time before 
rock climbing and river 
jumping, I was wrong, but 
definitely not disappointed.

Name: Christopher Shepperd

Site: Potosi, Rivas

Entrance Interviews
Sector: Health   

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

Waiting tables at Olive Garden, 
shall we say step in a different 
direction?

Funniest moment during 
training?

So, in my training site at one of 
my sitemates houses we were 
talking along with her host 
mom and the tv was on in the 
background.  We notice the 
movie there´s something going 
on where a woman finds a dildo.  
So Dona Gladys, who has no 
pena whatsoever starts to tell 
a story one time of when she 
was cleaning someones house 
in Miami and found the lady´s 
dildo there.  My sitemate didn´t 
hear or didn´t understand the 
word pene and asked her mom 
to exlain.  Her host mom doesn’t 
say anything and just simply 
does the ole Nica lip point thing 
right at my crotch.  Best use of it 
so far.  

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far? 

Not technically a Nica-ism 
but i´ve become really fond of 
people, when confused on the 
location for something, to ask 
what the address is.  

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

Spanish ;) public speaking?  To 
dance? 27 steps to putting on a 
condom?
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First impressions of 
Nicaragua? 

The people are super nice and 
welcoming so far and the land is 
super pretty and that´s during 
the dry season.  

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you? 

Mustached up when the rest of 
my training guys chickened out 

Name: Eric Insler 

Site: León, León

Sector: Business

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

I was a consultant with Ernst 
& Young Financial Services. I 
helped banks with their credit 
risk management and modeling.

Funniest moment during 
training?

Temblorrhea – Having parasite 
induced diarrhea at the same 
time as an earthquake (funny, 
in an ironic way, looking back 
on it)

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

“Ando sin saldo.” Does anyone 
anda con saldo?

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

Mastering Spanish is a big goal 
of mine, but I’d also like to learn 
the intricacies of the Nicaraguan 
economy and financial system. 

First impressions of 
Nicaragua? 

The natural environment here   
is wonderful, but the people 
could be doing a lot more to 
conserve it and to use it to their 
advatage.

Name: Ginger Keeton

Site: Condega, Esteli

Sector: Health

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

I was working as a 911 
dispatcher in Waco, Texas.

Funniest moment during 
training?

I took four semesters of Spanish 
in college, so of course I knew 
next to no Spanish when I 
arrived in Nicaragua. One day, 

at the beginning of training, I 
told my host mom that I had 
spent the day playing with the 
jovenes in “el gancho.” When 
she finished laughing, she 
kindly explained the difference 
between “el gancho” and “la 
cancha.”

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

I wrung a chicken´s neck.. That 
was a first.

Name: Mary McCoy

Site:Achuapa, León

Sector: Health

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

Nannying and doing a child life 
specialist internship at the mayo 
clinic.

 
Funniest moment during 
training?

Attempting to jump off a 
tree into a river and very 
ungracefully falling.
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Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

No hay falla

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

How to fit 4 people on a bike

First impressions of 
Nicaragua?

A beautiful country where 
things just seem to go with the 
flow even if it’s not the flow you 
were hoping for.

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

Enjoyed cow tongue

Name: Nick Mudgett

Site: La Paz Centro, Leon

Sector: Business

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

Working as a Marketing 
Specialist at a software 
company in Mass.

Funniest moment during 
training?

When, in the course of 2 weeks, 
2 chairs broke as I was sitting 
in them.  I really like the fried 
platanos.

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

The eyebrow wiggle meaning 
you are DTF.

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

How to speak Spanish, and 
maybe how to play guitar.

First impressions of 
Nicaragua? 

Parts of it are what I expected 
and others parts are completely 
different.

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

 “Successfully” taught some 
classes in the schools in 
Spanish.

Name: Angie Hong

Site: San Isidro, Matagalpa

Sector: Salud

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps? 

Living in Uganda, Africa to 
trace and resettle the families 
of 24 children who were 
formerly living in an illegal 
orphanage. 

Funniest moment during 
training? 

Went to San Isidro for my site 
visit and the first thing my new 
sister did was scream out of the 
house, “CHINO!!!!’  I thought 
she was going to introduce 
me to another Asian in the 
neighborhood and I begged 
that it was okay and that I 
didn’t need to meet him. It 
ended up being a nurse with 
the nickname that I’d work 
with in the Centro de Salud. 

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far? 

I don’t have to wait for my 
friends to get their plate of food 
to eat mine. I picked this up 
reaaaaal quick. 

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

How to PWN the dance floor

First impressions of 
Nicaragua? 

Calm and colorful

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

Shower 3 times in one day. 
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Names: Tim and Caressa Kruth

Site: Nueva Guinea

Sector: Health

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

Tim was working as a Family 
Nurse Practitioner at a 
community health center in 
Phoenix, Arizona.  Caressa was 
working in the administration 
of a Phoenix, Arizona based 
NGO that focused on policy 
implementation.

Funniest moment during 
training?

Shortly after introducing 
themselves to the doctor at 
the Centro de Salud, Caressa’s 
training group in Diriamba was 
spontaneously asked to give a 
charla in the waiting room! 

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

Tranquilo como camilo. 

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

We both hope to learn how to 

work professionally in a cross 
cultural context. 

First impressions of 
Nicaragua? 

It’s a lot less developed as that 
of other Central American 
countries.  It’s awesome to see 
horse drawn carts in Managua, 
the largest city of the country. 

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

Spent less than $2 for the both 
of us to get to the Pacific ocean 
to enjoy the day!

Name: Hilary Powers

Site: Diriomo, Grenada

Sector: Business

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

I graduated college in May 
of 2013 and was working 
for liberty mutual insurance 
company. 

Funniest moment during 
training?

I didn’t know the bus to the 
beach was so long and I drank 

two bottles of water and had 
to pee really badly. I had the 
bus driver pull over in the 
middle of no where and ran 
into a strangers house to use 
the bathroom where they 
kindly gave me toilet paper 
and sent me down the road to 
the communal latrine. Lesson 
learned there are perks to being 
a gringa.

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

My favorite nica ism is the 
sssttt sssttt call you can make to 
anyone with out being offensive.

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

I hope to learn more about the 
reasons behind some cultural 
norms and the history of the 
country.

First impressions of 
Nicaragua?

My first impression was that 
it was dirty and hot. (That has 
changed, I think it’s mostly 
beautiful and still hot)

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

...hmm used a latrine, bucket 
showered, and survived 
training.
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Name: Fernando Cardona

Site: Nueva Guinea

Sector: Business

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

Traveling

Funniest moment during 
training?

When Nick broke the chair at 
Maria’s

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

Hacele Huevo

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

To cook rice and beans

First impressions of 
Nicaragua?

WOW

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

Kill a chicken (JK)

Name: Chelsea Christine Canha 

Site: Yalagüina, Madriz 

Sector: Health

What were you doing 
before Peace Corps?

Graduated May 2014, 
#NannyLife

Funniest moment during 
training?

Texting & Walking accident…
right into the ñaña  

Favorite Nica-ism you’ve 
learned so far?

Sling shots with chivalos 

What do you hope to learn 
in Nicaragua?

Spanish & to play the guitar

First impressions of 
Nicaragua? 

Beautiful. Cool (suave), calm, 
and collected

What is something you’ve 
done in Nicaragua that has 
surprised you?

Not fed a dog
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Alison Sickle, Ag 59

Sector: Agriculture and Food 
Security

Site: Las Gavetas, La Trinidad, 
Esteli

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

My favorite Nica food is güirila 
with cuajada and a pedasito de 
aguacate

Part of your body that will 
never be the same:

The part of my body that will 
never be the same that is 
external is probably my skin 
because all the sun exposure. 
Wear sunscreen! Internally, 
I believe my heart will never 
be the same. I have been 
so touched by the giving 
and welcoming nature of 
Nicaraguans.     

Most creative piropo: 

What I thought was the most 
creative piropo for a long time 
was amorsote because I used 
to think it was a mix between 
amor and agüizote, which to me, 

meant someone was calling me 
their love zombie. However, I 
finally asked someone, and she 
explained he was saying I was a 
large love of his.  

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

On the small wooden stool in 
the kitchen of Dona Haydees’ 
house, my 76-year-old best Nica 
friend, in the campo

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

My favorite thing about my site 
is the people. Everyone is super 
nice and generous, and we 
definitely have some characters.
What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service?
Part of me wants to respond 
that I missed cold milk and 
cereal most during my service. 
But truthfully, I missed my 
sister and niece and nephew. It 
has been super hard not seeing 
them in their early years, and I 
am eager to get back so we can 
build a relationship. 

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

I can’t respond to this with 
one answer because there 
are so many things I will 
miss. However, what comes 
immediately to mind is the 
generosity of the people and la 
naturaleza (i.e. the volcanoes, 
waterfalls, beaches, lagoons, etc.) 

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

I was most proud during 
my service to see one of the 
poorest ladies in my community 
traveling from house to house 
early in the morning selling 
baked goods that she made in 
the oven we made together in 
her house. I had almost found 
another beneficiary for the oven 
due to the fact that I thought 
that she wasn’t going to be able 
to fulfill the project requisites. 
She didn’t meet the deadline 
to build the table on which we 
were to construct the oven and 
kept calling me back and asking 
about the dimensions. I was 
happy that I was patient with 
them because I realized that, 
not only were they illiterate, but 
they also didn’t know how to use 
a measuring tape and, now, she 
is probably the beneficiary that 
uses the oven the most. 
 
What’s your legacy? 

I believe people in my site will 
remember me for the long 
distances I have ran in site. 
When I was training for the 
Fuego y Agua race on Ometepe, 
I ran at times for up to three 
hours in the morning. 
 
Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: Probably one of my 
favorite memories was when my 
dad came to my site and Dona 
Haydees’s husband, Don Benito, 
who 87-years-old and can barely 
hear and see and still goes out 
everyday to the finca with his 
machete to work, told me to 
tell my dad that Nicaraguans 
have more freedom than we do, 

Exit Interviews
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meaning people from the States. 
He said that while walking 
us around his property and 
showing us all this fruit trees. I 
was translating everything. This 
statement really stuck with my 
dad. 

We are still not positive what 
Don Benito meant by this, but 
we interpreted it to mean that 
Nicaraguans, especially those 
living in the campo, have more 
freedom in that fact that they 
are not tied and linked to others 
and the world constantly via 
technology and that some have 
a little different work ethic. 

Craziest bus story: 

No crazy bus stories come to 
mind. But I had a really strange 
experience hitching a ride out 
of site one morning. We picked 
up a guy from another campo 
community that had a saco with 
a chanchito and a battery for 
a solar panel. We got stopped 
later down the road by two cops 
on a moto. I guess the guy was a 
ladron and had stolen the items. 

It was so humorous because 
they asked me if I was with this 
small Nica man who appeared 
to be still drunk at 6:30 a.m. I 
was so nervous and told him 
I was a voluneer from Las 
Gavetas. Dona Haydees and I 
had a good laugh later because 
I never specified what kind of 
volunteer. So she joked that the 
cops could have thought that I 
was his accomplice. 

Ever want to ET? 

Yes, I wanted to ET several 
times, and I even started 

searching for jobs once. But I 
am so happy I stuck it out. 

Would you do it all over 
again?

If you put me back in time, I 
would do it all over again. In my 
older years, I would consider 
doing it again, but I would only 
do it again with my partner.
 
Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

You will find my in between 
Latin America and New Orleans 
working as an attorney on 
international environmental 
law disputes. I hope to have a 
farm in the Lower 9th Ward 
with tropical fruit, which will 
definitely include zapote. We 
have already identified a Nica 
from Chinandega that has some 
trees in Miami to share with us. 

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers:
Some departing agricultural 
volunteers from 53 shared this 
with me during aggie night: 
they said, “Don’t take your job 
too seriously.” I would like to 
pass those words along, but I 
share them with the disclaimer 
that I am not encouraging you 
to be a slacker. I just think it 
is important to remember that 
there is a lot more to the Peace 
Corps experience than just 
your work duties. The cultural 
exchange aspect that I have 
experienced through human 
interactions mainly outside of 
a work context is what I will 
continue to hold so close to my 
heart.  

Rachel Odhner, Ag 59 

Sector: Agriculture and Food 
Security

Site: El Riito, Palacaguina, 
Madriz 

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Güirila con cuajada y aguacate. 
or the giant, buttery, beyond 
belief criollo aguacates from the 
Carazo region. 

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: my brain 
(mind), and soul or spirit, 
depending on your beliefs/
preferred terminology

Most creative piropo:

 “Aye mi amor, seria mejor si 
fuera Dios” (un senor passing 
on a bike, upon seeing the nasty 
scar on my leg)

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

Sitting on a plastic chair, 
drinking super sweet coffee, 
watching the cows pass by, 
without a care in the world

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

The people--their warmth, 
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wisdom, and generosity 

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

At first, goat cheese and red 
wine. later on, my family, and a 
deep sense of community that 
accommodates my true self and 
feeds my energy

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

The pace of life, the belief that 
“hay mas tiempo que vida.” this 
is simultaneously something 
i am aching to get away from. 
such is life. 

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

I was most proud of my fellow 
ag. 59ers--their resilience, 
friendship, and awesome work 
in site 

What’s your legacy? 

Quien sabe? the girl who walked 
a lot?

Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: They blend. Many of them 
were alone, walking through the 
beautiful mountains of Madriz, 
being so grateful to live and be 
able to explore such a gorgeous 
land.

Worst: They blend, too. But 
most of them were crying 
alone in my room--bats flying 
overhead, hot as hell, grandpa 
snoring through the plastic wall, 
feeling purposeless and--for the 
first time in my life--homesick. 

Craziest bus story: 
When my USA Dad, who is 
super sensitive to sound, was 
visiting, him and my Mother 
insisted on taking public 
transportation. Some of you 
may know the supposedly 
blind man who hops on the 
bus between Sebaco and Esteli, 
singing obnoxiously to a super 
loud recording and collecting 
money. This man hops on the 
bus and is standing right over 
my father’s shoulder, singing 
so, so loud. My dad, with his 
temper, cannot stand it, and 
actually hits the man, saying to 
him in English something about 
how he can’t sing that loud, 
public space, noise pollution, 
who knows what.

Later on, I tell my parents that 
I insist we find an alternative 
transportation method to get 
back South for the next leg of 
our trip. “Clearly you’ve had 
a sufficient taste of public 
transportation.” My Dad, in his 
hilarious oblivion, has the nerve 
to say, “Really? I thought the 
bus was fine.”

Ever want to ET? 

Yes. and i’m so glad i did not!

Regrets: n/a 

Would you do it all over 
again? 

In a heartbeat 

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

I’ll be 35, thriving doing 
meaningful work, enjoying the 

earth’s bounty, madly in love, 
having fun, eating well, based 
in USA but adventuring and 
exploring worldwide, and with 
a fabulous start on my wine 
cellar/collection 

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers:

 Savor your time in Nicaragua. 
Remind yourself to be so 
grateful. Love your life. 

Chris Ortiz y Pino, Ag 59

Site: El Porton

Sector: Agriculture and Food 
Security

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Pinolillo of course.

Part of your body that will 
never be the same :

Left inner ear, damn rogue 
waves

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

Getting onto rolling buses 
elbowing old ladies and little 
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kids for the one available seat.

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

The view, and the shower from 
which I can see it all.

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Green Chile

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

The people

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

70 stoves is not too bad.

Craziest bus story: 

Besides the usual shenanigans I 
don’t have any good ones.

Ever want to ET? nope

Regrets: none

Would you do it all over 
again? 

Yes, absolutely.

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

I made a promise to cancel 
some student loan debt so, 
running for President. ja 

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

Be mindful of every minute and 

of everyone. aprovechar every 
opportunity, don’t feel bad 
saying no, visit other PCV sites, 
and if you’re going to sleep on 
a bus, and everyone does, hold 
onto your sh*t or have personal 
property insurance, that works 
too.

Selling guineos out of the back 
of a truck at the market in 
Jinotega. ¿Va a llevar guineos?

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

Saying hi to people in the street, 
everyone knowing who I am, 
the kindness of people in the 
campo. Also, drinking coffee I 
picked and processed in my own 
backyard.

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Skiing and New England Clam 
Chowder. I miss them both 
equally the most.

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

Living where I live. In the 
mountains, the cool climate, our 
“dry” season… Jinotega is the 
best.

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

I created a curriculum for a 
worm composting class at the 
agricultural technical school in 
my site. I’m also proud that of 
all 59’ers, 3 of them extended, 
all being aggies. A big shout 
out and congratulations to Meg 
B, Pinolillo and Brittany for 
keeping the Ag experience alive 
in Peace Corps Nicaragua for 
one more year.

What’s your legacy? 

Among volunteers? Maybe 
the one, along with Colby and 
Maclaine, to take the 10 hour 

Gerry Berthelette, Ag 59

Site: Las Colinas, Jigüina, 
Jinotega

Sector: Agriculture and Food 
Security

Favorite Nica food or 
drink:  

Food: Fried cheese
Drink: Agua Loja

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

My left, big toe. There is a 
backstory to that.

 
When were you at your 
most Nica? 
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bus trip to Ayapal, Jinotega 
and then the 3 day boat ride up 
river to the border of Honduras 
to stay in the indigenous 
Mayagnan community of Amaka 
in the center of the BOSAWAS 
Reserve. It was a Semana Santa 
for the books.
Among people in site? Banana 
bread.

Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: Too many to count, but 
here is one: Jose’s birthday, 
2013. Full moon on a deserted 
island in the Pearl Keys, we 
hunted (and caught ) crab for 
hours to make the meanest ron 
don this side of the Caribbean, 
we witnessed a hermit crab 
migration, someone got seasick, 
someone had an injured neck, 
someone went skinny dipping 
(alone…. hilarious), and our 
boat broke down several times 
on the way back to mainland. 

Quote of the night – 
Me (holding a giant blue crab): 
Rasta, what kind of crab is this? 
Rasta: Dat derr we call da 
blooo crab. 
Me (holding a different, more 
yellowish crab): What about this 
one? 
Rasta: Dat derr we call da 
yellow crab. 
Me: Thanks Rasta.

Worst: To keep it short, I came 
disconcertingly close to doing 
something ungodly on a bus 
so full of people. I was at the 
point where my pants were 
down and I had made a diaper 
out of a towel, I didn’t think I 
could hold it for 2 more abysmal 
hours.  Lucky for me I have *the 
will of an ox. *Oxen for those 

of you who don’t know, have 
extremely strong will power.

Craziest bus story: 

The entire ride on the bus 
heading from San Jose de Bocay 
to Ayapal Jinotega. Rapido y 
furioso. #caja #encima #señor 
plata #amigos #viento. Epic.

Ever want to ET? No.

Regrets: 
Regretting is a fool’s game.

Would you do it all over 
again? Claro

Where will we find you in 
10 years? Africa.

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

En el camino se arregla la 
carga. Just go with it. 

Tortilla Caliente with fresh 
cuajada, avocado, and coffee 
from the Matagalpa Mountains! 
mmm, mmm!
 
Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

Pues, varias cosas!
 
Most creative piropo: 

Piropos are always horrific. Next 
question..
 
When were you at your 
most Nica? 

When I started wearing Nica 
shoes, perfume, and lip gloss.
 
Favorite thing about your 
site: 

Living the campo life - having 
designated hammock time, 
early bed time, no internet, 
living among extremely 
generous people, observing life 
and death...In short, having 
the chance to live the simple, 
humble life.
 
What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Mi familia and USA 
conveniences.
 
What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

Mi familia Nica and Nicaragua’s 
tranquil, slower pace of life.
 
What were you most proud 
of during your service?
When my community came 
together to build an eco-library.

Tracy Borden, Ag 59

Site: Agua Fria, San Isidro, 
Matagalpa

Sector: Agriculture and Food 
Security

Favorite Nica food or drink: 
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What’s your legacy?

I’m leaving behind a library that 
was made out of recycled plastic 
bottles and trash. Holla!
 
Best and/or worst memory:

Best: Dancing with my 
community until the wee 
morning to celebrate the 
completion of the main road 
which was once large rocks and 
is now compacted dirt. 
 
Worst: Being sick, being 
stressed and anxious, and when 
my house was taken over by 
ants.
 
Craziest bus story:

I once watched a guy get his face 
kicked in. ... Don’t take the late 
buses.
 
Ever want to ET? Nay
 
Regrets: Not really, but I do 
wish I planted more gardens.
 
Would you do it all over 
again? Yup.
 
Where will we find you in 
10 years?

If not West-USA then living 
outside the US livin’ the good 
life.
 
Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

Dream big, leave your house 
at least once a day, and keep 
yourself healthy! :)

Jessica Bixby 

Site:  Walter Acevedo, Morrito, 
Rio San Juan

Favorite Nica dicho:  

“Tráeme la faja!” and then my 
host dad rustles his belt buckle. 
Funniest constant empty threat. 
But obviously I am very anti-
violence directed at children. 

Favorite project:  

Teaching a lot of kids to brush 
their teeth. They will actually 
brush…si dios quiere. 

Biggest lesson Nicaragua’s 
taught you:  

How lucky I am and patience. 
Also, my recent Boston-NYC 
Greyhound ride became 
luxurious after RSJ bus rides; 
however, no one sold guirila. 
Tough tradeoff.

Best book you read during 
Peace Corps:  

Best book accomplishment: I 
read Cien Años de Soledad in 
Spanish. It wasn’t fun, I didn’t 
really get it and I didn’t really 
like it, but I DID IT! 

What’s life look like after 
Peace Corps:  

Surviving grad school and 
learning how to do math again

Favorite weekend activity:  

La Casa 10. I was lucky to make 

amazing friends. 

Any regrets? 

Nunca aprendí como ordeñar 
bien. 

Best advice you’ve received 
and best advice you can 
give to future PCV’s:

Received: manage expectations 
(in the most positive way)

To Give: Go in with an open 
mind and make your service 
your own. PC is really flexible; 
find something that makes you 
happy and find a way to make it 
work for you. 

What do you plan on 
using your re-adjustment 
allowance on?  

Clothes. It’s time to start 
dressing like an adult 
unfortunately. 

Carli “Carolina” Dean

Site: Jalapa, Nueva Segovia

Favorite Nica dicho: 

¡Sí, hombre!

What was your favorite 
project you completed? 

My half marathons. Huge 
thanks goes out to all of the 
support from the PCVs who 
came up to run!

No 
Image 
Given!
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What has been the biggest 
lesson Nicaragua’s taught 
you? 

Hay más tiempo que vida.

Best book you read during 
Peace Corps? 

 It’s a toss up between: The Art 
of Racing in the Rain by Garth 
Stein and Hyperbole and a Half 
by Allie Brosh

Where do you hope to be 
after Peace Corps?  

My immediate plans are to 
land back in Colorado for the 
summer before heading to 
Chicago to pursue a Master’s 
of Public Health in Community 
Health Sciences.

Did you gain or lose 
weight?  

Ay dios. I definitely gained, 
lost some, gained it back, lost it 
again (thanks, Dengue Diet!), 
gained some back; it’s been a 
love/hate/weight relationship.

Favorite weekend activity?

Hiking up to “La Cruz” with my 
dog or spending an afternoon 
baking/chisme-aring with some 
of my best Nica friends.

Any regrets?  No hombre.

Best advice you’ve received 
and best advice you can 
give to future PCV’s?  

Best advice I received was from 
our fearless PCVL Claire from 
Nica 52: Try and do one thing 
every day; whether that’s a 
charla or just integrating with 
the locals.  The best advice I 
can give to future PCVs comes 
from the great Yoga Jones on 
“Orange is the New Black”: 

“Work hard to make something 
as beautiful and meaningful as 
you can, and when you’re done, 
pack it in and know it was all 
temporary.”

It is 2018, you’ve come back 
to Nicaragua to visit, and 
you see your old host family 
and friends. What do you 
hope they remember you 
most for?  

I’d like to think they remember 
me for starting the now 
successful bi-annual marathon 
series in Jalapa that attracts 
hundreds of runners from 
around the world to come and 
participate; but they’ll probably 
ask about my dog and why I 
haven’t brought down a blue-
eyed baby.

Hannah Grow

Site: Terrabona, Matagalpa 

Favorite Nica dicho? 

“Que barbaridad!” 

What was your favorite 
project you completed? 

I really enjoyed having the 
opportunity to work on Camp 
GLOW. It was a unique 
opportunity to collaborate 
with volunteers from several 
different sectors to merge our 
skills and talents.  It was also 
fun to meet the campers who 
came from all over the country 
and see how the PCVs in their 

sites are impacting their lives. 

What has been the biggest 
lesson Nicaragua’s taught 
you? 

Nicaragua helped me grow 
into a more introspective and 
mature young woman. 

Best book you read during 
Peace Corps? 

Blood of Brothers! It was 
fascinating to read during 
service and it was spooky to 
imagine the safe, peaceful 
Nicaragua that I had come to 
know as a war-torn country. 

Where do you hope to be 
after Peace Corps? 

I’m going to be a graduate 
student studying Public Policy 
at Carnegie Mellon University or 
Brandeis (Still deciding) . When 
I’m not taking classes, I’m going 
to be busy eating lots of Indian 
food and enjoying wearing crop 
tops and short shorts without 
getting dirty looks and piropos. 
One day I hope to be President 
of the United States, a Victoria 
Secret Angel and a mother of 
two, because women these days 
can “have it all!” 

Did you gain or lose 
weight? 

Much to the disappointment of 
people of Terrabona, I did not 
gain weight. 

Favorite weekend activity? 

Sipping coffee and diving into a 
good book. 

Any regrets? No way! 

Best advice you’ve received 
and best advice you can 
give to future PCV’s? 

No 
Image 
Given!
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Ride the rollercoaster. Time 
goes by really fast so enjoy the 
good times and understand that 
the rough moments are fleeting 
and will pass before you know 
it. 

It is 2018, you’ve come back 
to Nicaragua to visit, and 
you see your old host family 
and friends. What do you 
hope they remember you 
most for? 

As the friendly gringa who 
danced her heart out at all of 
the town fiestas and had NO 
tolerance for the machista jerks 
who piropo-ed her. 

No 
Image 
Given!

Kiron Rashmi Kothari

Site: Tecolostote, Boaco

Favorite Nica dicho?  

Eso, si que es (Spanglish joke 
that sounds like S-O-C-K-S 
when said aloud)

What was your favorite 
project you completed?

Translating and assisting in 
eye exams with a brigade of eye 
doctors in Camoapa

What has been the biggest 
lesson Nicaragua’s taught 
you?  

If something is leaking on you 
on a bus, it’s probably not water. 

Best book you read during 
Peace Corps?  

501 Spanish Verbs

Where do you hope to be 
after Peace Corps?

Chicago, IL working at a 
domestic violence prevention 
organization

Favorite weekend activity?  

Playing Risk with my 
Tecolostote buddies.

Any regrets?  

Just small ones, no really big 
regrets.

Best advice you’ve received 
and best advice you can 
give to future PCV’s?  

Enjoy the adventure, don’t 
worry about the small things.

What do you plan on 
using your re-adjustment 
allowance on?  

I’m moving into an apartment 
in Chicago, and I’ll be using 
most of the money on 
appliances and furniture, as well 
as one or two months of rent.

Talia (Taleeya) Langman

Site: Pueblo Nuevo, Estelí

Favorite Nica dicho: “Si dios 
quiere.” The more time I spent 
here the more I found myself 

using this phrase instinctually. 
Especially, when it came to 
work and transport.

What was your favorite 
project you completed? 

Working with the local artists in 
my community to educate about 
health and girls’ empowerment 
was extremely fulfilling.

What has been the biggest 
lesson Nicaragua’s taught 
you?  

Stop thinking so much and just 
do something already!

Best book you read during 
Peace Corps?   

I read a lot of books, but I 
also read a lot of plays. I’d 
recommend anything by Neil 
LaBute. He is a contemporary 
playwright who has the amazing 
ability to inspire empathy and 
bring meaning to a lot of the 
common day struggles that 
connect humans.

Where do you hope to be 
after Peace Corps?  

If only Broadway would take 
me! Hopefully pursuing dreams 
in NYC.

Did you gain or lose 
weight?  

That was a fun roller coaster 
ride! However, I’m not as 
“Hermosa” as I would have 
expected after two years of rice 
and beans.

Favorite weekend activity?  

Sitting in front of my fan with 
a large mug of coffee, a bag of 
rosquillas and a good book

Any regrets?  Where do I 
begin? Jaja nah!
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Best advice you’ve received 
and best advice you can 
give to future PCV’s?  

A “successful” service is the 
ability to use your passions 
to serve others.  Your level of 
satisfaction is the intersection 
between your desires and your 
community’s needs. 

It is 2018, you’ve come back 
to Nicaragua to visit, and 
you see your old host family 
and friends. What do you 
hope they remember you 
most for? 

The girl who “played guitar”, 
rode her bike largo and could 
live off rosquillas and coffee for 
two years! 

No 
Image 
Given!

Helen Schafer

Site: San Fernando, Nueva 
Segovia

Favorite Nica dicho:

“Amor de Lejos, Amor de 
pandejos.” This was the first 
and most repeated dicho that 
I heard, it’s funny.. Te other 
version is quite humorous as 
well, although I personally do 
not condone this. ..”Amor de 
Lejo, Feliz de Cuatro.” 

What was your favorite 
project you completed?

Amongst SPA/VAST projects, 
my favorite project was “Copa 
Por La Vida,” a HIV/Healthy 

Lifestyle themed soccer 
tournament. It was my first 
year in site, organized by me 
and a friend in site, and was my 
first “bigger” project. I was so 
nervous going into it, but all the 
teams showed up, participated 
in charlas, and my girls team 
won! That was the day when I 
knew I was going to be alright…

What has been the biggest 
lesson Nicaragua’s taught 
you?  

That humans are incredibly 
adaptable. We can learn to 
thrive… or accept mediocre 
conditions.

Best book you read during 
Peace Corps?  

I really enjoyed “Blood of 
Brothers” by Stephen Kinzer. I 
read it at the end of my service 
and think that my extensive 
understanding of Nicaragua 
at that point helped me enjoy 
it all the more. Through the 
whole book I was exclaiming, 
“I’ve been there!” or “Dude, 
I feel you on that one.” It’s 
a very thorough book and I 
highly recommend it for all PC 
Nicaragua Volunteers. I’d lend 
you my copy but the last person 
I lent it to drunkenly traded it 
away… (ahem ________)

Where do you hope to be 
after Peace Corps?  

President?

Did you gain or lose 
weight?  

I was able to stay exactly the 
same, unless you caught me on 
an especially diarrhea-filled day. 

Favorite weekend activity?  

Going on a 15km run with my 

partner-in-crime to then drink 
away the benefits

Any regrets?  

Time has since numbed my 
pain, but turning down an 
offer to help with the diversity 
charla for Nica 60 for an event 
that didn’t pan out seemed like 
the absolute worst thing in the 
world to me. 

Best advice you’ve received 
and best advice you can 
give to future PCV’s?  

Best advice I received was from 
the “unofficial PC Handbook” 
“The happiest volunteers 
aren’t in the nicest or most 
comfortable places, they are 
the ones who have decided to 
be happy and have found ways 
to make that possible.” “The 
job of a PCV is to do what they 
can, where they are, and with 
what they have. “ Best advice to 
give to a friend is “don’t create 
expectations and don’t compare 
yourself to others.” There are a 
million factors that influence PC 
service, and the actual person is 
only one of those factors. Your 
PC service is uniquely yours, so 
own it, make it the best it can 
be, and embrace it!

It is 2018, you’ve come back 
to Nicaragua to visit, and 
you see your old host family 
and friends. What do you 
hope they remember you 
most for?  

That I loved them and they 
loved me, and we will always 
have those two years in 
Nicaragua that we will forever 
affect us.
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Maija Butler, Ag 59

Site: Datanlí, Jinotega

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Chayote cocido and freshly 
roasted coffee

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

Missing some teeth, and my left 
thigh has a scar from a pretty 
gnarly dog bite

Most creative piropo: 

I don’t remember, but he did 
have a megaphone

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

Icing a cake for a quinceañera 
with a machete, and then icing 
another for someone’s brother 
in prison

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

Laughing and washing in the río 
with all the mujeres. The coffee, 
the clouds, the kids

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Clean feet, cold air and my 
sisters

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

Rain on a zinc roof and 
comfortable silence

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

My youth group, when they 
finally recited “fuzzy wuzzy was 
a bear” right

What’s your legacy? 

There is an oven high in the 
mountains of Jinotega with a 
misspelling of my name etched 
into it…

Best and/or worst memory:

Best:

The various manifestations 
of Nica superstitions, like the 
time my host family insisted 
everyone sleep with their 
underwear inside-out because 
a viejito was turning into a 
monkey at night, spooking the 
dogs and stealing our black 
chickens. That, and Nica 59 
dance-offs.

Worst: 

Site change and the preceding 
security incident. Also, that time 
my host dad, angry because 
he couldn’t catch a chancho 
to put a gancho on it, threw a 
log across the patio just as I 
walked out of the kitchen… it 
hit me square across the shins 
and my legs swelled up so much 
I couldn’t get my jeans off. I 
spent the rest of the day and 
night lying on a table while my 
host mom covered me in boiled 
mango leaves

Craziest bus story: 

Hitching the back roads from 

Muy Muy to Boaco atop a cattle 
car with some VaPue editors.

Ever want to ET? 

Sure thing. I packed my room, 
burned what was left, and then 
changed my mind, gracias a 
dios!

Regrets: I think I may now 
forever be on Nica time.

Would you do it all over 
again? Si hombre

Where will we find you in 
10 years? Saber…

Parting words/advice to 
remaining volunteers: 
It’s all about day-tucking that 
mosquito net.

Rachel, Ray Ray (Cray 
Cray) “Reevester” Reeves, 
Ag 59

Site: Las Cuevas, Esteli 
Favorite Nica food or drink:  

Arroz a la Valenciana 
 
Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

My poor, cavity ridden teeth. 

Most creative piropo: 

“I like the way you drink that 
batido” – in English.  

When were you at your 
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most Nica? 

Cooking on my dilapidated 
fuego, also I refused to gaster 
dinero on toilet paper, so I used 
the Peace Corps manual 

 
Favorite thing about your 
site: The climate, the view, y mi 
gente! 

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Barq’s Rootbeer, peanut butter 
twix.  

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

Hitchhiking and 8 cord cokes! 

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

My oven project, the ability 
to feel so at home in my 
community.

What’s your legacy? 

Killing my “pet” pig and 
saving her eyes in a jar, 
SPIDERMONKEY 

Best and/or worst memory. 

BEST: All my vagancias!  
Getting to meet so many great 
people throughout my pc 
service, taking people to my 
sketchy cigar factory in Esteli.  

WORST: After spending 
a boring week in Manags, I 
impulsively decided to get 
my face pierced at a kiosk in 
Metrocentro. I almost passed 
out with the needle in my face, 
and they called a security guard 

over. This same weekend, I lost 
said piercing at a Halloween 
party, had to shove a normal 
earring into it and it became 
infected during the Gala, which 
happened to be the next day.

Ever want to ET?  

Whoever said they didn’t flirt 
with the idea is a mentiroso! 

Regrets:  

nada, WE FOUND LOVE IN A 
HOPELESS PLACE! 

Would you do it all over 
again?  

Only with the same awesome 
volunteers by my side.

How many nicas have you 
kissed? 8. 

Where will we find you in 
10 years?  

I will have sold my eggs and 
adopted an Egyptian boy by 
this time. Or you could find me 
driving a Miata on a long, windy 
road in vineyard country with 
my boo. 

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

Don’t be afraid to get a little 
Cray. 

Courtney “Kony 2012” 
Sedgwick, SBD 59

 
Site: San Marcos, Carazo 
#TheBestOne 

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Quesillo (VIVA SANTO 
TOMAS!)

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

My left knee- Top bunks are 
tricky and sometimes you fall 
out of them...

 
Most creative piropo:

Despite being paler than an 
English woman and having zero 
Italian ancestry, I got  «Adiosss, 
Italiana” one time. 

 
When were you at your 
most Nica? 

When I cancel plans/ work 
because it is raining and I can’t 
possibly be bothered to go 
outside.

 

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

It’s small town feel and big 
city amenities-- by “big city 
amenities” I, of course, mean 
that we have a Pali and a coffee 
shop.

  
What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

The demons- aka my nephews 
and niece

 
What will you miss most 
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from Nicaragua? 

How insanely cheap it is to 
travel around this ridiculously 
beautiful country

  
What were you most proud 
of during your service?

Can I say never hitting a single 
student. The struggle was real!

What’s your legacy? 

Kony 2012, Class President 

Best and/or worst memory: 

All of my best memories involve 
being in some body of water 
with all of my favorite PCVs 
at my side drinking a couple 
of Victorias and lovin’ life! My 
worst memory is the day my fan 
broke-- absolutely tragic.  

Craziest bus story: 

On the way to Penitas, I was 
sitting on a bucket in the back of 
the bus. Above me were sacos, 
per usual. A man stood up to get 
off the bus pulled his saco down 
and a bunch of chicken blood 
dripped on me. It was on my 
face and my shirt and smelled 
disgusting. I made a very 
obvious “ECK *that was rude*” 
noise, and the guy looked right 
at me- covered in his chicken’s 
blood-- and just hopped off 
the bus without so much as a 
shoulder shrug of an apology. 
QUE BARBARIDAD! 

Ever want to ET? 

Yeah, until I realized that I 
would have to get my resume 
together if I ETed. I quickly got 
over whatever nonsense was 

making me want to ET. 

Regrets: Yes. Strangely 
enough, all of them involve 
Ron Plata. Think there is a 
correlation?

  
Would you do it all over 
again? Obviously. 

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

Really? I don’t even know where 
you will find me in 1 year. Let’s 
not pretend I have my life 
together.

 
Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 
Suerte, trolls!

Blake Thomas on piropos.

Most creative piropo: Hey 
gringo, I’ve been watching you 
from afar, and I like the way 
you bathe. I think about staring 
deeply into your eyes as you 
feed me eggs in the morning. 
Call me, my name’s Juan.

 
Alexa Weiss, Ag 59

Site: Casas Viejas, El Jicaro, 
Nueva Segovia

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Cuajada

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

My skin.  Wear your sunscreen, 
kids.

Most creative piropo: 

“Adiosssssssss.” It’s creative 
because the initial “adios” tricks 
me into thinking that someone 
is giving me a respectful 
greeting.  It tricks me into 
looking over, at which point it 
turns into a degrading hiss.

 
When were you at your 
most Nica? 

When I made 50 lb of corn-
based baked goods for Semana 
Santa. My friends and I 
“palmear-ed” each individual 
piece of dough into little 
tortillas to make the pupusas.

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

The beautiful mud houses that 
look like they just emerged from 
the earth.

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

American culture 

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

A culture that highly values 
leisure

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

My three step plan to mitigate 
seasonal food insecurity: 
community savings and loan 
banks + community grain banks 
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+ planting chia as a cash crop.

What’s your legacy? 

In site, I will probably be 
remembered as “la gringa muy 
seria,” the one who got a lot of 
stuff done, had really short hair, 
and ran a lot for no apparent 
reason. 

Best and/or worst memory: 
Best: 

Closing my first community 
bank cycle. The group was 
wildly successful, and I got my 
first boost of confidence that 
something I did was going to 
stick.  

Worst: Finding three, inch-
long fly larva burrowing into my 
scalp and becoming violently ill 
all in the same night.

Craziest bus story: Watching 
the ayudante take a full-grown, 
live goat off the top of the bus.

 
Ever want to ET? Nope.

Regrets: 

Not having more of a social 
life in site. Not visiting more 
volunteers.

Would you do it all over 
again? Yes 

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

Haha…Probably back in Peace 
Corps. I want to do Peace Corps 
three times: young and single, 
young and married, and old and 
retired

 
Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

Work hard because you can 
make a difference, and enjoy it.  
It would be totally unreasonable 
to tell you to enjoy every minute 
of it because the rough patches 
are inevitable, but enjoy a lot 
of it.  Enjoy the leisure, the 
scenery, the independence, 
and most of all, enjoy the 
relationships you make with 
people.

Aaron White, SBD 59

Site: Somoto

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Fresco de maracuyá

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

My back 

Most creative piropo: 

*while holding a large pack of 
diapers* What to make dinner 
at my house? 

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

When I started pointing with 
my lips and nose scrunching 
back home and no one 
understood me.

  
Favorite thing about your 
site: 

The canyon

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Technology

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

“free” internet from my 
neighbors

 
What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

The improvement in the tour 
company I worked with.  

What’s your legacy? 

My picture is on almost every 
piece of promotional material 
we made for the tour company, 
and Jose Salinas kind of named 
his baby after me.  

Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: Making pizza with a 
family in the canyon on my 
birthday

Craziest bus story: 

Nothing really comes to mind.  I 
once asked a cab driver if the 6 
of us should get out and push 
his car up the hill since it was 
struggling so much.  Needless to 
say, he wasn’t amused. 

Ever want to ET? Yup.

Regrets: I mentally checked 
out a bit early. 

Would you do it all over 
again? 

I’m not sure. I would try to do 
some things differently if I did. 

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 
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Running my own organization

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

Don’t be afraid of spending 
money here.  It’s two years you 
won’t get to do again.  Enjoy 
them.

David Wolfson, SBD 59

Site: Mateare

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Quesillo. Nagarote has the best 
Quesillo. Hands down. Yes I am 
an expert on this. 

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

My chunche

Most creative piropo: 

When I would jog past a more 
rural community a lady washing 
clothes would regularly call out 
to me, “vengase aqui gringo, te 
bano!”

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

When I would help out in the 
pulperia next door and people 
would come by and ask for 
stuff out of the back where 
the refrigerator was but the 
owner and I didn’t want to get 
up to get the product we would 
say at the same time, “No hay!”

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

In Mateare? The Pali I guess.  

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Good beer.

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

Taking a nap whenever a damn 
well please. 

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

My soccer team made up 
of exclusively street kids. We 
got lots of chavalos to go back to 
school.

What’s your legacy? 

The Gringo who rides his bike 
everywhere in spandex.   

Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: Leaving on a training ride 
with my cycling team at 5:00am 
and as we would ride we would 
get to watch the sun rise over 
lake managua.

 
Worst: Waking up shivering 
and unable to stand up when I 
had the Dengue. But I got put 
up in Los Pinos so it wasn’t that 
bad...

Craziest bus story: 

Two roosters got in a fight on 
the bus and scratched my arm 
pretty bad. It was funny walking 
into the school bleeding and 
watching my Directora freak 
out. 

Ever want to ET? 

Everyone wants to ET at 
one point or another. Saying 
otherwise is puro fuego.  

Regrets: 

Not traveling around more. 
Trying to fit everything into the 
last few months was a bad idea

Would you do it all over 
again? 100%

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

Riding my bike. 

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

“Gather ye rosebuds while ye 
may,” -Robert Herrick

Lauren Barrette, SBD 59

Site: Leon, Leon

Favorite Nica food or drink: 
Fresco de pitaya

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: My skin

Most creative piropo: 
Regalame la foto

When were you at your 
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most Nica? 
Teaching the kids in my English 
class to say “Take it back now 
y’all” while dancing and singing 
to the Cuban Shuffle. 

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

Beach, volcanoes, salsa dancing, 
bar trivia night, AC grocery 
store! What’s not to love about 
Leon?! (Don’t tell me it’s hot, I 
know). 

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

I missed the seasons.

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

I will miss the openness and 
friendliness of the Nicaraguans 
who took me into their culture 
and allowed me to feel at home. 

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

I am proud to say that I can 
walk around Leon and find not 
strangers, but friends in the 
streets of this busy city. I’m 
proud that I will always have a 
second home here. 

What’s your legacy? 

My chancho activity for 
the entrepreneurship class. 
Teachers around Leon and 
probably outside of Leon 
will be teaching students the 
importance of creating a budget 
using a big pink chancho. 

Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: 
At the 59 one year get together, 
we had a rad dance party into 
the wee hours of the morning. 
I’ll never forget the magic that 
happened between me, Hannah, 
and Michael Jackson. 

Craziest bus story: 
Once, we hit a cow. 

Ever want to ET? 

Sure, I thought about how 
leaving would alleviate certain 
small problems like constant 
sweating, but I always knew 
deep down that I would stick it 
out. 

Regrets: 
None.

Would you do it all over 
again? 

Once was enough, but I’d never 
take it back.

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

I’ll have a mob of my mixed race 
offspring following me around 
the world. 

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers:

It’s always greener on the other 
side. Remember to focus on the 
uniqueness of your experience 
as you compare your life to 
other volunteers and to friends 
and family back at home.

Colby Branch, Ag 59

Site: Mauricio Abdalah, 
Chinandega

Favorite Nica food or drink:

Guirila and rojita 

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

posture

Most creative piropo: 

If you’re throwing piropos, and 
not from Nicaragua, then you’re 
an asshole

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

When I raised a pig to make and 
sell Nacatamales for little to no 
profit

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

That religion didn’t play a major 
role in peoples lives.  I came to 
Nicaragua with one brother, I 
will leave crying with two. 

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service? 

Family, breakfast foods, live 
music, American humor.

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

Host family, Nica 59, 
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fresh tropical fruit, lack of 
responsibility, everything.

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

Standing in the sprinkler 
irrigation system that SPA 
helped my community buy.  It 
waters 2,000 plantain trees 
which provide a solid food 
source to the community and an 
economic piece of mind to the 
families in charge.

What’s your legacy? 

The tall gringo who ran

Ever want to ET? 

Negro

Regrets: 

Not introducing apiaries into 
my community. Building ovens 
through a grant.

Would you do it all over 
again?

Only as an aggie

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

Enjoy your time here.  Never 
stop practicing Spanish.  Visit 
the countryside and your friends 
in their sites as much as you 
can.  Start thinking about your 
next step after Peace Corps.  The 
best beaches are in Chinandega.

Evan - “Ivan” - El Gringo 
Frijolero, SBD 59

Site: Ocotal, Nueva Segovia

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Sopa de Frijoles, Sopa de cola 
de res

Part of your body that will 
never be the same: 

My face from my nose up

Most creative piropo:

 I wouldn’t know, no one ever 
piropos me :(

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

When my Nica friends officially 
changed my name from pinche 
gringo to El gringo frijolero

Favorite thing about your 
site:

My friends there and the safe, 
relaxed atmosphere

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service?

Having a refrigerator, nice 
couches 

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

I’m staying so I haven’t thought 
about that yet. 

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

Writing the business plan for 
my soon-to-launch NGO

What’s your legacy? 

Unfortunately, its that I fell out 
of a truck once.

Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: Any and all times I got 
a random call from my Nica 
buddies saying get ready in 
10 minutes we’re going to the 
hipica in some random city in 
the North.

Craziest bus story: 

I was taking a bus down to 
Esteli when the police stopped 
the bus. Walking with their AK-
47s in hand up and down the 
aisle, they stopped next to the 
seat across from me. They asked 
the two guys sitting there where 
they came from. After some 
sketchy answers they searched 
their suspiciously empty 
backpack and immediately 
handcuffed them to the luggage 
rack above. The police pulled a 
10 inch blade off of one of them 
and found a brick of some kind 
of drug under the seat in front 
of them. The whole bus had to 
be taken to the police station 
and everyone’s bags had to be 
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searched.

Ever want to ET?

too many times to count

Regrets: No regrets

Would you do it all over 
again? Yes. 

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

Maybe still here in Nicaragua, 
or another country, but 
probably not in the USA.

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers: 

Go out of your way to make Nica 
friends if it at all possible. (I 
know it can be a lot harder for 
women to do so.) It can make a 
remarkable difference in your 
time here.

Christina (a.k.a. Tina or 
Teeny) Palazzolo (loose 
translation for last name in 
Spanish: “the lone shovel” 
(pala – solo), SBD 59

Site: San Miguelito, Río San 
Juan  “El Rio San Juan Es 100% 
Nicaragüense!!!”

Favorite Nica food or drink: 
food: 

Quesillo (from Santo Tomás, 
Chontales) drink: refresco de 
cacao 

Part of your body that will 
never be the same:

 My bladder for having to hold 
it so long on my five and a half 
hour bus ride to Managua.

Most creative piropo:

“Te pareces mucha a la Virgen 
María.”

When were you at your 
most Nica? 

Making sopa de pescado with 
my best Nica friend.

Favorite thing about your 
site:

I have a ridiculously beautiful 
view of Lake Nicaragua and the 
volcanoes of Ometepe from my 
bedroom window.  The sunsets 
have been spectacular. 

What did you miss most 
from home during your 
service?  

Consistent access to food 
especially chocolate.

What will you miss most 
from Nicaragua? 

Fresh fruit and kind people.

What were you most proud 
of during your service? 

I finished! (Well, I will very 
soon.)

What’s your legacy? 

“You bitches (Nica 59) are my 
legacy.”

Best and/or worst memory: 

Best: Playing soccer with some 
of my students after school one 
day.

Craziest bus story: 

I was napping on the bus on my 
way to San Carlos once and I 
was awoken by squealing and 
immediately following that, our 
bus went over a “bump.”  The 
“bump” turned out to be a pig. 
Ever want to ET? Not really.  
There were ups and downs but 
just like anything else in life but 
I’m a pretty stubborn person 
who doesn’t like to quit.
Regrets: I should have been 
more vaga.

Would you do it all over 
again? 

Knowing everything I know 
now?  Yes.  In a heartbeat.  The 
job wasn’t always interesting 
or rewarding but I had the 
opportunity to live in a beautiful 
place and I’ve met so many 
amazing people (both PCV and 
Nica) during my time here.

Where will we find you in 
10 years? 

Either dead or President of the 
United States of America.
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Parting words/advice to 
remaining volunteers:  

Do the best you can.  Our time 
here is short and it takes a while 
to get projects going but don’t 
give up. We’re not changing the 
world here but we are making it 
a slightly better place.  

Joe Navelski, Ag 59

Favorite Nica food or drink: 

Dried Turtle/Beef Meat Rundown, 
Stewed Beans w/ Dumplings, Beef 
Pati, Boiled Pijibie and cold eebow 
fresco.

Part of your body that will 
never be the same:

Definitely my skin, things never dry 
on the Atlantic Coast, and the bugs 
are terrible in the campo.

Most creative piropo: 
“You haf fa louk a man fa be a nice 
flesh blanket when dem nights 
dem get cold cold, gyal.”

“Ya don know I like fa see how 
you walk en dem jeans dem baby.  
Owww oww!”

When were you at your most 
Nica?
 
When I could finally chip, grater 
and squeeze a coconut to make 
rundown.  Also, using a line of 3 
horses to back materials for stoves 
2 kilometers into the jungle.

Favorite thing about your 
site: 

Definitly the people.  Each one 
is an incredible character, and 
I will never ever find a group of 
individulas who are so giving and 
caring in my life.  Leaving them is 
the hardest thing to do.

What did you miss most from 
home during your service?

My incredible dad, hot showers, 
and the vast variety of food choices.

What will you miss most from 
Nicaragua? 

The work I have been doing with 
the small Rocky Point Farmers 
Cooperative has been super 
interesting, and I have gained a real 
understanding, trust and love from 
this group of individuals.  It has 
been really difficult to say goodbye.

What were you most proud of 
during your service? 

My proudest moment of my service 
was when I was finally able to say 
that I had made a genuine impact 
on the farmers lives in which I 
worked with, and when I realized 
that I have learned 10x more from 
them then they have learned from 
me.

What’s your legacy? 
My legacy is probably being the 

white boy to play basketball in the 
lagoon league, a good friend and 
counterpart to the farmers of Rocky 
Point, and designing and building a 
full size 9-hole golf course.

Best and/or worst memory: 
Best: Going out to the keys for my 
birthday with Brittany Duffy, Colby 
Branch, Stefan Schwartz and Gerry 
Berthelette when it was a full moon. 
Yaa mon!

Worst: Hearing that one of my 
good friends was injured in a panga 
accident 

Craziest bus story: 
Helped one of the farmers lift a pig 
onto the top of a bus, and the thing 
freaked out and scratched up my 
arms.

Ever want to ET? 
Chuuuut bauy, aint u know uno 
ciant go saft.

Regrets: 
No Regrets, but it would have been 
nice to explore more of the pacific 
side.  This country us truly breathe 
taking.

Would you do it all over again? 
Ya done know!

Where will we find you in 10 
years? 
Hopefully employed working 
in development with a focus 
on Agriculture and Sustainable 
Technology.

Parting words/ advice to 
remaining volunteers:
Keep it up, work hard for your 
community, have fun with other 
volunteers, and remember this is a 
truly unique experience and it is only 
yours to truly enjoy.


